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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

JULY 12, 1990

FI

Workers win $1 million, get nothing
By De/lorQh Fullo

Two young construction workers were killed and a
third was severely injured in 1981 when a steel framework they were working on in Westbrook suddenly collapsed. In 1988, a jury in Cumberland County Superior
Court found the designer of the metal structure, William
Marshall, negligent. The jury awarded more than $1

million in damages to the one survivor of the fall and the
heirs of the two men who died.
But Marshall, who died three years after the accident,
left a paltry estate which can not pay the judgement. And
while other contractors were involved in the construction, the courts haven't found any of them negligent in
the accident.
As a result, the survivor and the workers' families

have not seen a penny of the money they were awarded.
Attorneys involved in the case said this is typical of
liability cases. "When there are no funds to pay the
judgement, there is nothing you can do," said Robert
Cohen, a lawyer representing one of the workers who
died.
Continued on page 6

"Maine has always been considered the lumber room of New England," says Francis O'Brien, lumbering through his office.

CBW{Tonet! Harbert

Wanna' buy a good used book?
It's been read only by a wiley old man. Only on Sundays. No, but really...
By Thomas A. V~

When Francis O'Brien moved his bookshop from
Portsmouth, N.H., to Portland, Maine, in the spring of
1937, he was only the second person to start such a
business here since the turn of the century.
"I had the whole state to myself," recalls O'Brien,
now 82 years old. The revered "dean" of used book
dealers in Maine can count his former competitionfrom the Piscataqua to the Canadian border - on just
two fingers.
When 28-year-old Brian DiMambro arrived from
Portsmouth this spring to open Little Nemo's World of
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Books on Fore Street, he was the third used book
dealer to hang a shingle here in as many months,
bringing the state's tally of used book stores up to
around 100.
Out of those 100 dealers, there are only about 15 or
so who make a full-time living buying and selling used
books. Nine of them are here in Portland.
What makes this such an attractive town for people
who like to peddle old Hardy Boy mysteries? Liveability,literacy, affordable commercial space and a virtual
log jam of dog-eared books seem to have something to
do with it. But perhaps more significant is the fact that
used book buyers - from your average Sunday stroller
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with a buck to spare to the serious collector who will
spend thousands in search of rare treasures - are
drawn to places where there are lots of used book
stores.
Portland is becoming such a place. And as the skyrocketing cost of square footage - that oh-so-precious
commodity to the used book dealer - becomes more
and more prohibitive in cities like Boston and New
York, these traditional centers of the used bookshop
universe may soon be surrendering the reins to
Portland.
Continued on page 8
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to yourlridge
and plan
your escape.

Every day, Casco Bay Lines can take you to
beautiful island scenery; cool ocean breezes,
sun, and sea-away from all your mainland
cares. Escape to Casco Bay this summer.
rune
Bailey Island 5 hrs.
45 mins.
Cruise
Mail Boat

Run

Sunset
Run

Diamond
Pass

Moonlight

2hrs.
45mins.
2hrs.
3Omins.

1m.
45 mins.

Departs
10 AM/Portland
1:45/Bailey 1
Sun. thru Fri.
lOAM &: 2PM

Adults Seniors Children
$11.75 S10.75 $6.00

5:30PM

$ 8.50

Adults One Way: $7.75
$ 8.50 $7.50 $4.00

$7.50

$4.00

9 AM, 11 AM, 1 PM, $ 7.50 $6.50
3PM; Weds.: 9 AM,
Noon,3PM
9;15 PM
$ 7.50 $6.50

$3.50

1 hr.
$3.50
45mins.
Fri.; 2hrs.
3Omins.
Music Cruise (Over 21 only. State ro required.)
Big Chief
& The
3hrs.
Sun./July 1: 5 PM
SI0.00 In advance
Continentals 3 hrs.
Wed.lJuly 4: 7:30 PM $15.00 In advance
RedUght
Revue
3hrs.
Sat.lJuly 7: 7:30 PM
$10.00 In advance
Broken Men 3 hrs.
Fri./July 13: 7:30 PM $10.00 In advance
Run

All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 years old.
Children under 5 ride free.
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A review of the top news stories affecting
Cruter Portland: July 2 through July 9, 1990.
It was a tough week for
cops and clams alike.
Renegade District
Attorney Paul Aranson,
bottle-tosslng
Independence Day
revelen and two
newspapen roughed up
area polke departments
- and the polluted seas
were lust as rough on
swlmmen and clams.

Chitwood broke
law, says D.A.
Cumberland County
District Attorney Paul
Aranson claims that Portland
Police Chief Michael Chitwood and two other area
chiefs violated Maine law
when they endorsed a
candidate recently. But
Chitwood said he acted
lawfuHy.
The hoopla surrounds the
race for the next Cumberland
County District Attorney, a
post Aranson isn't running
for again. Prior to the June
primary Chitwood, South
Portland Police Chief Robert
all endorsed Democrat David
Perkins for the job (CBW
6.7.90).
Aranson recently sent
what he called an "advisory"
letter to Cumberland County
officials, warning them about
a Maine statute that prohibits
law enforcement officers
from using "official authority
or influence" to impact an
election or primary.
"I don't know what Mr.
Aranson is thinking':' said
BethAnne Poliquin, a legal
advisor to Chitwood. "I find
his interpretation of the
statute surprising to say the
least." Poliquin said that
using "official authority"
means exercising the authori ty to perform such actions as
arresting people or blocking
roads. Simply endorsing a
candidate being an abuse of
power is far-fetched, Poliquin
said.
"If they do it again, they'll
be prosecuted," Aranson
said. Any other Cumberland
County police chief who endorses a DA candidate before
the general election will be
charged under the statute.
Also, if Chitwood or the
other chiefs that endorsed
Perkins choose to endorse a
candidate running for some
other political office, Aranson
said he would prosecute
them, too.

Hider gun permit
shot down again
Uke Aranson, Mark Hider
has seen his share of clashes
with Chief Chitwood. On

July 9, Chitwood denied
Mark Hider a concealed gun
permit for the second time,
infonning Hider in a letter
that the local business owner
had "failed to demonstrate
good moral character."
"It's hard to go through
the legal system and the chief
just thumbs his nose at
everybody," said Hider.
"'That isn't right."
Hider's woes began when
he was stopped for a routine
speeding violation by Portland Police officers last November. The cops discovered
a loaded semi-automatic
pistol on the seat of Hider's
car and that his concealed
gun permit had run out
months before. Police also
found that Hider was carrying a T-knife. While the knife
is associated with martial
arts, Hider has maintained
that he used it solely as a
utility knife, not as a weapon.
He also said that he hadn't
realized that his concealed
gun permit had expired.
When Hider re-applied for a
concealed gun permit last
November, Chitwood denied

was a free-f1ow of liquor."
Cates said that the festival
became most frenzied at
around 5:30. Back-up officers
from the Kennebec Sherrif's
Department and the Maine
State Police helped to restore
order, Cates said.
Two of the officers injured
were hit with bottles tossed
from the croWd. One of those
officers suffered a concussion, another required five
stitches. Most of the 14
people arrested were under
25 years of age and were
arrested on charges ranging
from criminal mischief to
drunk and disorderly conduct, Cates said. All 14 have
been released on bail and are
awaiting arraignment.

Prisoners mouth
off, COpS feel heat
While Waterville festivalgoers were testing the theory
that sticks and stones can
break officers' bones, CBW
inadvertently learned that
words can surely hurt them.
In the "Views" column of
July 7, letter writer Joseph
Chonacky touched a raw
nerve at the Portland Police
Department when he described a scene he witnessed
outside the Portland Police
Station on Middle Street.
Chonacky wrote that on June
11 he witnessed "some dozen
or two young men, whom I
took to be police officers
coming off duty" first catcalled two young women,
then called him a "fag."
CBW subsequently
learned that the men that
Chonacky saw were not

--~-r---------~e-~~~

police to return his gun and
knife to him and to let him
re-apply for a gun permit.
Hider did re-apply, but recently received the letter
from Chitwood denying him
again.
Portland City Attorney
David Lourie said that" As
far as possessing a knife,
(Hider) will view getting a
concealed firearms permit as
carrying (any weapon) he
wants."
Hider plans to appeal the
denial in Cumberland
County Superior Court.

14 arrested at
Waterville festival
Waterville cops recently
were reminded that citizens
don't have to be armed with
weapons to be dangerous.
Rocks and bottles thrown
by Independence Day
revelers resulted in four
police officers being injured
and 22 people being arrested
at a celebration in downtown
Waterville. Sergeant Cecil
Cates of the WaterviHe Police
Department estimated that
8,000 to 9,000 people had
gathered to hear seven rock
bands in a downtown section
of Waterville along the
Kennebec River. Cates said
that the centralized location
of the gathering made it hard
for the 22 officers patrolling
the event to monitor the
number of people that
arrived, or the alcohol that
arrived with them. "All kinds
of booze was being consumed," said Cates. "There

cluster of jail cells in the
basement of the police
station. The prisoners are
escorted to the Cumberland
County Jail (cq) for their
meals. cq Administrator
Wade Sanders said that those
prisoners work in the community during the day and
dress in civilian clothes rather
than prison uniforms.
Sanders said that a deputy at
the jail recalled the incident
detailed in the letter. "One
prisoner started and the rest
chimed in," said Sanders. "By
the time the deputy warned
him, the damage had been
done."
''We perceive ourselves as
professionals," said Portland
Deputy Chief John Brennan.
''We have a long history of
being advocates for women's
issues... the officers themselves were most upset" by
the letter.
CBW regrets any confusion or alarm the letter
aroused.

Gannet ponders
"flabby" cops
Days after local officers
were riled that a CBW letter
writer tarnished their image,
the Portland Press Herald
came to their rescue with an
article headlined "Cops work
out flabby image." Staff
Writer Martha Englert
offered this insight about
cops hopping on the physical
fitness bandwagon: "There
are fat police officers
sprinkled throughout Greater
Portland police departments,

but most are near retirement
and from the old school that
condoned the image of
cigarette-smoking, doughnutloving patrolmen."

East End Beach
safe again
A green flag assuring
beach-goers that the water is
clean and safe for swimming
is flying again at East End
Beach. For more than a week
at the end of June, a red
warning flag advised people
to stay away from the "unacceptable" waters. The beach
was closed because water
tests conducted by the
Portland Water District
showed excessive amounts of
bacteria. City Recreation
Director Larry Mead blames
natural run-off from the
heavy rainfall at the end of
June. High levels of a bacteria
associated with human waste
were found in the waters.
The bacteria, called enterococcus, can create gastrointestinal problems such as
stomach viruses, said Mead.
Symptoms resemble the 24hour flu's and include diarrhea and vOmiting.
Two consecutive excessively high bacteria counts
warrant the red flag for
"unacceptable" waters.
According to Mead, 110
enterococci per milliliter were
found in the water on June 25
and 240 enterococci per
milliliter were found the next
day. The standard limit for
that beach is 53 enterococci
per milliliter.
The beach was reopened
July 3 after two consecutive
acceptable readings.
''We have really only had
one day since Memorial Day
that was excesssively high
and can not be connected to
rainfall," said Mead. He said
rainfall elevates bacteria
readings by causing run-off,
which carries bacteria from
the land to various streams
and rivers and to Casco Bay.
The Portland Water
[ijstricthasbeenconducting
the test three times a week
since Memorial Day, and will
continue testing until Labor
Day. Testing was also conducted throughout the season
last year, Yellow precautionary flags were periodically
flown last year at East End
Beach but two consecutive
readings never forced a
closing.

Illegal clam
diggers abound
The number of clam
diggers and shellfishers
arrested for harvesting on
polluted beaches along the
coast of Casco Bay has
doubled over the last year.
The Department of Marine
Resources (DMR) views this
increase as an indication of
tighter law enforcement on
their part rather than an
increase in illegal diggings.
Although clams and shellfish
taken from these beaches
may contain disease-causing
bacteria, DMR officials say
the danger to public health is
minimal.
Nine people were arrested
for taking shellfish from
Conlinued un pAge 5

Bikes for people who love the outdoors.
A few of tile many bikes we ca rry.

Peter Halligan. 36, has been
with L.L. Bean {or II years.

"Bikes are important to me. I really
like to ride. \.W7en I talk to a customer,
1 like to share that feeling. 1 want to get
them excited about bikes, about where
they can go and how they can use them."

JackIe Peppe. 46, IS a
cerrtffed m echanic In ou r

bike depa rtment
LLBean Approoch ATB

Buying a bike is a big decision. With 50 many
styles of bikes-from junior to tandem, touring
to mountain and the new cross bikes-we know
the choice can be confusing. That's why we
ask you a lot of questions. About how and
where you like to ride. Whether you're a year
round cycler or a summer tOUIer.

Jackie, or one of our other certified bicycle
mechanics, will measure you and make all the
adjustments to make your bike truly fit you.
Then she'll send you on a test ride so you 'get
the feel for how a good fitting bike works with
you, the rider.
';4 bike shouldn't be uncomfortable.
It shouldn't cause you any pain or discomfort. But fit is more than nuts and
bolts. }bu have to like the vision you
have ofyourself on the bike. }bu
have to feel good on your bike,
or youre not going to ride it."

"I don't like to rush people In fact, I
urge customers to take time and really
think before they decide Because a
bike is something you could easily
have for 10 or more years. That
can be an eternity if you've got the
wrong bike with the wrong fit."
At L.L.Bean, we help you find new ways
to enjoy biking by offering you a generous
selection of quality bike accessories and
clothing. And regular in·store clinics like off
road touring and simple road repair.

"Choosing a bike isn't easy. But
it's UXJrth everything you put into it.
Because when a bike feels right, you
never want to get off."

"Bikes area
real elegant form
of transportation,
especially now
that the technology of fit has
come a long way
from just sliding
the seat up and
down an inch or
two. Bikes these
days come in all
different shapes
and sizes-just
like people."

L.LBean

Our store offers durable.
practical products and knowledgeable.
friendly service for people who
love the outdoors. We're open
24 hours, every day.

Making sure your bike continues to
work right is important, too. That's why
our bike mechanics are OD duty every
day from 8 a.m. to midnight. That's 16
hours a day. So the next time you hit a pot
hole and bend a rim, there's someone here
at L.L.Bean to help you get back on the road.

"We must fit dozens of bikes a week.
That's a lot of bikes. But it's still rewarding every time I know a bike UXJrks for
its rider the way it was meant to."

Route I. Freepon. Maine

Delic.iou.s

+ Homema.de,

"'ME:XICAN.~
E·N·,·O·y

FROZEN DRINKS
on our

OUTSIDE
PATIO!
.
- ENTEIlTAINMENT-

mURSDAY, fRIDAY &.. SAnJRDAY 8- 12
SUNDAY AfTERNOONS

AMIGOS
MEXICAN FOOD
SINCE 1972.

9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT, PORTLAND

772-0772

a unique
hair experience
Join us as we welcome
Jacqueline Fontaine to
our staff, a barber stylist
for 14 years.
If experienced, personalized service in a comfortable
atmosphere, along with scalp & shoulder massage
sound like the kind of service you deserve, call
For Men Only for your next haircut.
In the Old Port

395 ForeSt.
2nd FIr.
Portland, ME

Appt. or
Walk-in

871-1780
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ANTIQUE
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&rESTATE JEWELRY
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26 MILK STREET
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Ardith Freeman: USM bassoonist.

CBW(fonee Harbert

A conversation with

Ardith Freeman

;l exciting glass jewelry
~

.

,.
;~

'l;olorful, different, affordable
earrings I necklaces I pins

the

t:.~

,

Ardith Freeman has
played bassoon with the
Portland Symphony
Orchestra for 13 seasons.
She also teaches at USM
and gives private lessons.
She's married to a pastor,
has 10 stepchildren and
three cats. She's traveled
to Brazil, Canada and
Texas with her bassoon.
She says of a musician's
life: "You're doing all of
your favorite things."

CONTEMPORARY GLASS

is so physically awkward and
we have to make our own
reeds so you have to be
absolu tely addicted to it.

How much does a
bassoon weigh?
Without the case, 15
pounds so we have to set it
on a leather strap. My
bassoon has 25 keys plus five
holes. I have ten keys under
the left thumb. The finger
motion is so athletic you need
some extra support.

Who are some of your
favorite composen?
I like the unheard of
composers. I just did a
Hungarian piece by Szeleny.
The most common bassoon
pieces I don't care for too
much. Mostly I like the
slightly obscure works.

What would you be
doing If you weren't a
bassoonist?
I'd be a missionary in
India.

When did you start
playing the bassoon?
I started when I was a
sophomore in high school
which is quite late.

Why did you choose
the bassoon?

Do you have ...
An opening upcoming?
A smashing showing?
An exciting exhibit?
Let people know Advertise it here
Casco Bay Weekly's
Galleries section
runs every week
For more information,
call 775~660 1

I didn't. My parents had
been missionaries in Mexico
and we came
to the states
when I was
in high
school and I
wasdisoriented. My
mother got
concerned
about my
social
acclamation.
She took me
into the
band room and the director
said, "You have big hands,
you should play the bassoon."

What Image do
bassoons have?
Clowns. It's called the
clown of the orchestra. I don't
.think they're clowns. Bassoonists are kind of a unique
group because the instrument

Is It hard to get kids
started on the bassoon?
The biggest problem is
they can't start when they're
tiny and it's such an expensive instrument most public
schools can't afford them.
And you can't get anywhere
without a private tutor.

Do you discourage kids
from going Into music?
I never discourage anybody from going into music
unless I can see they have no
hope of learning personal
discipline. I like to get kids
when they're in sixth grade
and keep them for six years. I
harass them and I think a lot
should be asked of them I
practice four hours every day
and last year on Christmas I
practiced three hours. You
can't let down very much so
a kid has to have a clear
vision of what it requires.

Who Is the most
famous bassoonist?
Sol Shoenbach, the living
great grandfather of bassoon
players.

Kelly Nelson plilyed the bassoon for
two years and gave it up because she
couldn't carry it in the high school
marching band.

polluted areas between
January and May of 1989, according to DMR spokesman
Marshall Murphy. During the
same months of this year, 21
people were arrested.
Thirty-five percent of the
Maine coast from the New
Hampshire border to the
Kennebec River is polluted
by fecal coliform bacte(ia and
has been closed to shellfishing and clamming by the
DMR. The bacteria is associated with waste from warmblooded animals and can
cause gastrointestinaI viruses.
Marshall maintained that
the public health is not in
jeopardy. He said the effects
of eating a contaminated
clam or shellfish would be so
minimal that it would
probably go unreported.
Also, seafood establishments
usually receive shellfish from
several sources and mix them
together before they are sold.
He said the microbiological pollution could result
from a malfunctioning sewer
system, untreated sewage
from municipal waste water
treatment systems, or from
natural run-off.
Clamming and shellfishing
in a restricted area is a Class
D crime, punishable by a fine
of up to $1,000 and a year in
jail. Licensed diggers could
be suspended if arrested.
"We take the issue of
public health very seriously,"
said Murphy. "We will continue this as a priority issue
and make sure quality
shellfish is in the marketplace."

reserved for teachers at
Portland High School,
workers at the Portland
Public Library and people
who used to park at the
Clapp Building land, part of
which was bought by the city
for the garage.

Kennebunkport
finally gets toilets
After dodging wning laws
and planning board regulations for almost a year, the
Kennebunk and Kennebunkport shopping area will
finally receive their wish for
public restrooms.
On July 2, the Kennebunkport Planning Board passed a
request by a group of 25 local
merchants to install public
toilets in Dock Square. The
board passed the request
under the one condition that
the merchants become a
public organization.
The merchants, who had
formed a committee last
August called "GKCC Inc."
consider themselves a public
organization but, legally, are
not one, said Chairman John
Zarella. To get around that
condition, the town selectmen have agreed to give $100
to GKCC, which wiIllend
them public organization
status under the law.
The restrooms will be part
of a "hospitality and information center" to be located in
the annex of the 1790 Candy
House on the comer of Union
Street and Ocean Avenue.
Start-up costs for the
restrooms will come from the
public money and from
money solicited from local
businesses, said Zarella.
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Our new ULTRA futon.
Nine inches thick - 30 layers of pure cotton - with 2 inch foam core: the
perfect alternative to a mattress. Enjoy a naturally firm, breathable sleep
surface that conforms to your body contours while giving maximum support
to your spine.

&ported tTy Deborah Fuller
and Andy Newman

Cheaper parking
offered by city
The city of Portland will
charge $55 a month for
parking at its recently
completed Elm Street garage,
undercutting private garage
owners by $10 to $15.
"Private lot owners are
saying we are below the
market, I'm saying they are
above the market," saidPortland City Manager Robert
Ganley.
On July 2, the Portland
City Council debated the fees
for over an hour before
deciding on the $55 rate. Oty
Councilor Linda Abromson
had suggested the rate be
raised to $65, claiming the
city will lose almost $12,000 a
year by offering such a
discounted monthly rate.
"This isn't going to make
money for the city:' admitted
Ganley. "In the long run, it
will be good for the private
lot owners," he said, because
their lots will fill up.
He said this decision
should send out a clear
message that the city is
committed to keeping businesses downtown. He said
parking and office space need
to become more affordable in
order to keep businesses
downtown and entice other
businesses to move there.
The city plans to lease
about 70 spaces on a monthly
basis. The rest of the 400
spaces in the garage will be
used for hourly parking or

Wise consumers know that all futons are not created equal. AU our futons
are made of exclusive 'Joy" batting, a superior cleaned, combed 100% cotton
which offers unmatched breathability, comfort and support. Corded squared
edges and firmly tied tufts every 12 inches prevent lumping or shifting.
Tightly covered with a sturdy fabric shell, our futons are flffil yet supportive.
We carry New England's largest selection in stock of quality futon frames,
futons and covers. Futon mattresses priced from $89!

WEIRD NEWS:
"'In Altadena, Calif.,
Timothy Dundon, whose
penchant for wearing turbans
and caftans won him the
nickname Zeke the Sheik, has
run afoul of Los Angeles
County fire and health
officials because of the giant
dung heap in his back yard.
They say besides smelling
terrible and breeding flies,
the 3O-foot-high pile of cattle
and horse manure could
catch fire and set the neighborhood ablaze. Dundon says
he started the compost heap,
which now has onions and
cactus growing out of it, 17
years ago to create a "living
monument" that would save
everyone in the world from a
coming firestorrn of destruction.
"'When the Sudanese
government showed an
interest in buying two
Russian transport planes to
ferry supplies to famineridden areas in the south, the
acting Soviet ambassador
allowed the Sudanese to testfly the aircraft. They flew to
rebel-held Yirol and bombed
the city, pushing bombs out
of the cargo doors.
Roland Swm/AlterNd

Futons made specially for us by ~-k-I-8-o~-nd.
no, QIIIurul ...0.01, "" .u.,.

FurON FuRNIsIDNGS
Gl'eat~atGreatPcices

~::~~::::':~~~871E.()5~78~.~Moo;&~nus;:l:08,•Tues, ~&Frll()'7,Sat~SUn12-5
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Tree of Life Rings and Pendants

american crafts
44 Exchange Street
Dept. 14
Portland; ME 04101
772-4880

An ancient symbol of productiveness, wisdom and life.
Pendants
Sterling silver with chain $60
14K gold without chain 5280

Rings in 14K Gold
Narrow: Size 'JI/l and smaller $190
Size 8 and larger $225

Rings in Sterling Silver
Narrow $39 Wic:fe $49

Wide:

Size 7I/l and smaller $240
Size 8 and larger $290

Add $3 for shipping; Maine residents also please add 5% sales tax.
VISA/Mel AIDex
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gARDING~ BOOK SIi~

~\

Continued frum front pQge

538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single Item. or largo collection. wlnted

BROWSERS
ALWAYS WELCOME
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon.-S.t.
Member
Antiquarian Iooklel",. Alaoc:iaUon 01 America

761-2150

538 Congress st.

646-a785

Rout. 1, WIlls

~s~
on

MARKET SIREEf
Casual, Elegant
Anlel~icall Cuisine

NEW
RELEASES

serl'ilig
Breakfast. I.zlIIe/} & Ditmer

OUR MENU CHANGES MONTHLY!

Dinner Menu Feature:

MARKET STREET GRIUE
of Sirloin of Beef, Chicken Breast
and Gulf Shrimp
Served with salad, intermetso, vegetable,
potato or rice and homemade bread and butter

$13.25

It was just minutes before quitting time on Aug. 31, 1981. The
late summer sun was beginning to die down as a crew of
construction workers were finishing their second day on the
project. They were assembling a steel framework for a wood
chip storage shed at the S.D. Warren paper mill in Westbrook.
Tom Kimball, 33, Brian Leavitt, 20, and David Mudgett, 21, were
bolting up the cross beams on the second frame when the huge
structure swayed, and collapsed underneath them. The three
workers dropped 90 feet to the ground. Kimball died instantly.
Leavitt was knocked unconscious and died at a hospital a week
later. Mudgett sustained severe injuries including a broken leg,
shoulder, pelvis and ribs.
Even though the workers were working under normal
circumstances, the structure had collapsed. Attorneys for
Mudgett and the worker's families immediately prepared to sue
for negligence in the accident.
The question was: who was to blame for the structure falling?
Lawyers found that layers of contracts precipitated the
construction of the storage building. First, S.D. Warren hired
Paper Industry Engineers (PIE) to be the overall engineers and
architects for a large project which included the wood chip
storage shed. PIE then contracted Megquier & Jones Corporation to create the design for the shed. Megquier & Jones then
hired William Marshall, a private designer of steel structures, to
design the shed; and subcontracted Kimball, Leavitt, Mudgett
and a construction crew to build it.

Mak,ng a case

31

774-4200
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Within six months after the accident, the attorneys sued
everybody. They sued the estate of William Marshall, who had
died three years earlier. The lawyers maintained that Marshall
was to blame because he designed the steel infrastructure which
faltered. Attorneys also sued Megquier & Jones, claiming that
company was supposed to carry Marshall on their insurance
policy. And they sued PIE because it was overseeing the whole
project.
Attorneys, Mudgett and the workers' families waited six
years for a court date. Finally, in May 1988, a jury in the Cumberland County Superior Court ruled that there was not enough
evidence against Megquier & Jones or PIE to find them liable.
But the jury did find Marshall negligent for miscalculating the
strength of the steel beams.
The jury and court awarded more than $1 million in damages. Kimball's children were granted a $470,000 judgement and
Mudgett was granted $560,000, said Graydon Stevens, the
attorney representing the Kimball family. Since Leavitt had no
immediate family surviving him, his estate was awarded
$43,000.
"The three parties felt a great deal of emotional relief," said
Kevin Libby, the attorney representing Mudgett.

"Blood from a stone"

lSI Middle st.

LawerLobby

RICHARD ~ PARK~ ~ GALLERY

WIN S·l MILLION,
GET NOTHING

773-1ggg
P~d

OPEN EVERY DAY 10 TO 10

Burry down to Amaryllis for our annual
summer clearance ... and spend the rest of
the summer enjoying your bargains!

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland

I

Parking Stamps Available

772-4439
.

But that relief was short-lived. The Kimball and Leavitt
families and Mudgett discovered that winning a judgement and
collecting judgement money are two very different things.
''"The judgement was not worth a hell of a lot," said Stevens.
"We knew it was just the beginning."
Marshall, who died in 1985, left an estate which could not
satisfy the judgement. Two years before his death, his insurance
company had paid out $90,000 of his estate to Megquier & Jones
to redesign and reconstruct the shed, said Stevens. That leaves
only $10,000 left in Marshall's insurance policy - the only source
of financial compensation presently available for all three
parties, according to Stevens.
Today, the wood chip storage shed at S.D. Warren was
complete, but the three parties who were awarded the money
stand empty-handed.
"We knew we would never be able to collect on (the judgement)," Stevens said. The attorneys appealed the case, arguing
that Megquier & Jones and PIE should not have been dismissed
from liability in the original case.

"Once it became evident that Marshall had no insurance, we
knew we had to try to recover the verdict against those two,"
said Stevens. But two months ago the state Supreme Court
heard the appeal and upheld the original jury decision that
neither Megquier & Jones nor PIE could be blamed.

"We spent a tremendous amount
of time and effort. But when there
are no funds to pay the judgement,
there is nothing you can do. "

Design your own Wall System:
Start wilh our basic 30· X 72' unit in
bolh 12' and 16· depths. Add door,
drawers, etc... the possibilities are

Scandinavia Wood Works Dining Group
Teak Breakfront

List $1995
Special $1495
Dining tabie with 2 leaves, extended seats:
List $985
Special $685

endless! Available in teak, oak,
white, black and white wash. $79

Side Chairs

List $159
Special $129
List $159
Special $189

Ann chairs

major credit card. • in-store financing • free parking

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORIH
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
774·1322
942-6880
667·3615
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Attorney Robert Cohen
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Stevens, Libby and the Leavitt family attorney, Robert Cohen,
say the case is not over yet. Attorneys are no longer trying to
find Megquier & Jones liable, but they are actively pursuing
insurance money from that company.
"We are reading through the fine print to figure out whether
any policies at Megquier & Jones might have covered Marshall,"
said Stevens.
When Megquier & Jones contracted for the job, one of the
specifications was that all workers be properly insured, said
Cohen. He added that whileit was Marshall, not Megquier &
Jones, who was negligent, Megquier & Jones did have an
obligation to properly insure Marshall. If they prove that
Marshall was insured by Megquier & Jones, Megquier & Jones
may have to pay the damages.
While Stevens, Libby and Cohen search for insurance money,
Thomas Cox, Marshall's attorney, said the fight is over.
"You can't get blood out of a stone," he said, reiterating that
Marshall's estate is empty. "No court in the world can make the
money be there."
He said efforts to tap from other resources may also prove
useless.

OUTRAGEOUS

SUNDAY 9:30PM

Dead ends
"Big judgements make good (news)print," said Cohen. "But a
lot of times there is no way to collect the money."
"You investigate until everything comes to a dead end,"
added Stevens. And lawyers agree cases of negligence are paved
with many dead ends.
Attorneys fight for years to win huge settlements and "most
of the time" their clients never receive the money, said Cohen.
"We spent a tremendous amount of time and effort," said
Cohen. "But when there are no funds to pay the judgement,
there is nothing you can do." No law binds a defendant to his
debt if he does not have an estate, income or assets.
While lawyers scrutinize the contracts and replay the accident, those closest to it would like nothing better than to forget
it.
"I've been trying for nine years to forget what happened that
day," said David Mudgett, now 30, the only one of the three
men who survived the fall on that summer day.
After three operations and considerable pain, Mudgett has
returned to construction work.
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"Selling books is easy. Buying books is where the challenge is ...

1/

David Turner

., ,

•

is important to him. He deals primarily in used children's, art,
and travel books, plus old maps and prints. The proprietor of
The Portsmouth Bookshop in New Hampshire, DiMambro chose
Portland over Boston for his second store because of this city's
atmosphere and affordability.
"Portland's more manageable," says the olive-skinned, darkhaired DiMambro, whose youthfulness contrasts with many of
the other used book dealers in town like a shiny stack of new
Sports Illustrateds beside a pile of outdated encyclopedias.
"It's a wonderful town," he says. "People who like to look at
used books want to go to a town that has eight stores instead of
one or two. I say, the more the merrier."
But is a town of Portland's size able to support a burgeoning
used book store market? When DiMambro unpacked his last
volume and slid it onto the shelves in May, the approximate
number of used books for sale in Portland climbed to about
330,000.
That's about 3.3 books for every man, woman and child in
town - and that doesn't even count the new ones for sale or the
thousands of old ones lining the walls behind your T. V.
Sure, the tourists skew these statistics and gobble up some
used books on their way through, but that still leaves the rest of
us with a lot of reading to do. The book dealers, however, aren't
worried.
"Selling books is easy," says longtime proprietor David
Turner. "Buying books is where the challenge is for the book
dealer."
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The "perpetual treasure hunt"

Francis O'Brien holds one of his rare books.

USED BOOKS
Continued from front page

dealers there.

"Maine has always been considered the lumber room of New
England, where things are kept interminably," says Francis M.
O'Brien. "Maine people who travelled or went away would send
things back home. Things accumulate here. Maine still has lots of
good used books."
And recently, Portland has come to have lots of good used
book stores.
"I have the feeling that Maine has more used book stores per
capita than anyone," says Peter Stem, secretary of the Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America.
This burgeoning in the used book market is beginning to cast
a significant shadow on Portland's cultural neighbor to the
south, Boston. According to Pat Murphy, part owner of Yes
Books on Danforth Street, Portland now has more used bookshops per person than the Massachusetts capital.
"We used to go to Boston to buy books from dealers there,"
says Murphy. "Now they are coming here to buy from us."

Now they are

The question of value

"We used to
go to Boston to
buy books from

coming here to
buy from us. "
Pat Murphy

What turns your average used book into a valuable antique or
collector's item is a direct question which has no direct answer.
Age is one thing that most rare books seem to have in common,
but not all old books are considered "rare."
A dusty grammar book from the early 1SOOs that turns up in
your grandma's attic might seem like a real find, but it actually
has little value on the market if there were millions of them
published. Thus, scarcity is one criteria.
Along with scarcity is condition. Most collectors want a book
to be in what is called "fine original condition," yet there are
exceptions. Some books need to be in their original bindings to
be of real value, others not. There are some volumes out there
that are worth something in pieces, such as Kelmscott's Chaucer,
a single page of which is valued at $150.
First editions are also treasured, but again the rules vary. If
you don't know who 19th-century author Gertrude Atherton
was, yet you happen to have a first edition of her premier novel
"Black Oxen," it's still unlikely that it's worth a whole hell of a
lot since nobody else remembers her either. People remember
popular novelists like Hawthorne, Poe, Hemingway or Fitzgerald - and so their first editions can command prices in the hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars. But it is possible that there might
be someone out there who collects Atherton, SO you can never be
entirely sure.
Just as book collectors have varying tastes, so do used book
dealers who are, after all, collectors themselves in a fluctuating
sense. Some have a taste for art books, others for scientific and
medical works, some cling to a particular author or period or
event such as the Civil War.
"You can get the impression of what kind of person a used
book dealer is by what he has in stock," says David Turner, of
Carlson & Turner Books on Congress Street.

Portland's appeal
The reasons that Portland's three latest used book dealers
have opened stores here are as varied as the stacks of books that
cram their shops.
"Expansion," says Doug Harding of Harding's Book Shop at
538 Congress Street. Harding. whose Wells store is probably the
largest used bookshop in the state, could use the extra space.
With an inventory in excess of 100,000 volumes, he speaks of
himself and is spoken of with a touch of awe by his colleagues.
He is the biggest used book dealer in Maine.
"I spent $400,000 on used books last year," says Harding. in
the back room of what could be called his satellite store in
Portland. "I should do close to $1 million in business this year.
I've got 11 people working for me. I've been doing this for 28
years - longer than anyone around, with the exception of Francis
O'Brien. This is not a mom-and-pop operation."
For partners Karen Douglass and Pat Murphy, former proprietors of Out-<>f-Print Bookshop on High Street, and Jack
Glatter of J. Glatter Books in South Portland, location and
nostalgia were what led them to join forces and open Yes Books.
"I like the building. It's an art-<>riented building." says
Murphy of the converted brick warehouse that also houses an
art gallery, a printing shop, pottery store and a cafe that hosts
poetry readings and jazz performances.
"This is what the Old Port used to be like," says Glatter, who
shares an l,800-square-foot space with Murphy. Forced out of
his South Portland store by his landlord, Glatter is in the process
of moving his books to the Portland space. Between !'lis stock
and Murphy's, Yes Books will have a combined inventory of
some 30,000 volumes. Glatter says it will be one of the widest
varieties of used books in town.
With a comparatively meager inventory of 5,000 used and
new books, Brain DiMambro of Little Nemo's at 420 Fore Street
says it's the quality, not the quantity, of the books he offers that

The challenge of buying good used books is in knowing
where to find them, and knowing what is valuable when you get
there.
Used book dealers get their books from a variety of sources:
book auctions, book fairs, book-buying tours or "loops" through
selected states, estate sales, yard sales, individuals and, very
commonly, from other book dealers.
In each case, the knack of buying varies according to the
situation. At a yard sale, for example, the used book dealer who
gets there first, says Allen Scott of Allen Scott Books, is the one
who gets the goods.
"The one who shows up second doesn't," he shrugs.
At book auctions (as with any auction), the used book dealer
who puts up the most cash is often the one who walks away
victorious. Maine's undisputed czar of the auction circuit is
Doug Harding whose aggressive bidding has cost him as much
$40,000 in two days.
But perhaps the craftiest and least openly discussed type of
competition between used book dealers takes places in each
others stores. Certainly your average educated person could
recognize the difference in value between a used paperback copy
of "Sho-Gun" and a 16th century antiphonal. But it takes a bit
more savvy to discern between a first edition Whitman and a
reprint of "Leaves of Grass."
To do this, you need to be able to pick up on some basic clues
such what size the book is, what is the copyright, if there is a
preface or not and who wrote it, whether the preface mentions
something that took place after the book was published (a signal
that it is not likely to be a first edition). There are also certain
specialized markings like letters or number codes in the front
matter which some publishers included to indicate a first edition.
Once you've established these "necessary but not sufficient
conditions," as David Turner puts it, you tum to the bibliographies and reference books which are a used book dealer's most
important investments.
'''These tell you little things that you can't easily remember,
like if there is a misspelling on page 144 of the first edition of a
book," says Turner. "You must have certain things (for a book to
be valuable) and you can't have certain things."
This aggregate knowledge all comes into play for the seasoned used book dealer almost as a reflex.
"You have to make very rapid calculations," says Turner of
stumbling upon a valuable book. "You need to ask yourself,
'Have I seen this book before? What value this will be to a
collector? How many do I have already? What is its recent
value?' "
The answers to these questions, most any used book dealer
will tell you, come with experience, with familiarity of auction
records and with a knowledge of what is being sought most by
collectors. Although used book dealers have been characterized
by Francis O'Brien as "standing together like a band of brothers," when it comes to the nitty-gritty, fraternity may sometimes
Continued 011 pIIgt 10

Browsers In Little Nemo's on Fore Street, Portland.

A good find is hard to book
Thinking about joining the "perpetual
treasure hunt" yourself? Here's a few
dandy little items you might start by
looking for - and a place to start looking.
For the greedmongers among you, we
present a used book dealers wish list,
compiled by local dealers. If you have any
of these kicking around your attic, you've
got more than it takes to become a rare
book dealer.

The Freeman's Oath
(Cambridge Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1639) First document printed in
North America, produced in broadside
(the rarest of all printed matter because it is
ephemeral).
No existant copies known. Value: Unknown, although dealers estimate that if a
copy were ever found it would be worth
millions.

because of their exceptional quality and
physical appearance. Value: $15,000 to
$20,000. Single pages worth $150.

Tamerlane and Other Poems
(Boston, 1827) Pamphlet printed by
Edgar Allen Poe at his own expense in
his early 205. Out of the 500 copies
believed to have been printed, 20 are
known to be in existence (three of these
have been found in Maine). The pamphlets ended up on a remainder table
soon after they were printed and sold for
a few pennies. Value: $150,000.

The Whale
(London, 1851) English first edition of
Herman Melville's "Moby Dick." Three
volumes. Value: $40,000 to $100,000.
(American edition in good condition
even more rare.)

Eliot's Indian Bible

30 Cantos

(Boston, 1665) First Bible to be printed in
America. Value: $6,000
to $9,000.

By Ezra Pound. (Hours Press, Paris,
1930) First edition, 205 copies printed.
Value: $1,000.

The Works of
Geoffrey Chaucer

The American Practical
Navigator

(Kelmscott Press, London, 1890) First
printing of the Kelmscott press, a London
firm that did fine printing. Commonly
referred to as Kelmscott's Chaucer.
Kelmscott Press books are highly valued

(Boston, 1799) Instructional book on
navigation and the running of a ship, by
Nathaniel Bowdi tch. First great scientific
book printed in America. Value: $1,800.

... but fun to look for
Once you've excavated grandma's attic
and called your stockbroker, you might
want to double-check your find with a
few experts.
A good start would be to head upto
the The Maine Coast Antiquarian Book
Fair, this Sunday, July 15, at Bowdoin
College.
The one-day fair will be open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Morrell Gymnasuim

on the Bowdoin campus.
Participating in the fair will be 63 antiquariam book, map and print dealers
from across New England and the midAtlantic states.
It will cost you $2 to get in, but the
money goes to benefit the Bowdoin
College Library - and' besides, your rare
find will probably sell for millions.

Pates
Salad Bowls
Lemonade Pitchers
Chip & Dips
Trays

Francis O'Brien
reaches for a volume
from
his own collection.
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568 Congress 51. Portland' 773-7016
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Stretch 35mm
Disposable Camera
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Pictures bring it home.
Two convenient locations:
30 Citr Cell/er, Port/alld • 772-7296
7/ US Row e /, Scar/Jol1JlIgit • 883-7363

[lREE
CE [lREAM
REALLY!
Sunday July 15th - "National Ice Cream Day"

WHO?

WHERE?

3:30 pm 'til 8:30 pm
From the GOOD EGG CAFE (a breakfast, pizza, supper and

now ice cream American-style luncheonette bistro type place
• and •
The RIGHT BANQUE CAFE (maker of fine ice creams and
other great foods)
TIlE GOOD EGG CAFE • 705 Congress Street
Any donations of redeemable, spend-able-type currency
(U.s. or other) wUJ benefit the portland West Neighborhood Center,
155 Bracket Street, Portland

take a back seat.
'The guy with the most knowledge is in a better
posi tion," says O'Brien. "If you can rip-off another dealer,
you do it."
Allen Scott likens the experience to a scene in 'The
Godfather" where one of the Corleone family members
must be executed because of treason.
"It's not personal, it's just business," he says.
Yet for a dealer like Doug Harding, this is all part of
the excitement of being in the profession.
"It's like a perpetual treasure hunt," he says of buying
used books, "No one gets tired of that."

Is there a market?
But will Portlanders tire of buying used books? With
nine used book dealers in town as it is, do we have shelf
space for more?
'There are enough readers here because most people
who buy used books continue to buy used books," says
Joan Pickard, owner of Cunningham Books, a used book
shop on Congress Street. "It's a habit that some people
develop and others don't."
Allen Scott says that the "habit" for buying used books
has "never been better" in Portland because, oddly
enough, of the economy.
"People can't afford new books any more, A used book
store is one of the last great places you can spend a buck
and get something of value," he says,
And if value isn't enough for you, Scott Shur, manager
of Harding's Book Store, says that used book stores offer
pleasant alternatives in atmosphere and variety,
"New book stores are so sterile," he says. "You walk in
and always see pyramids of what ever the hot, new book
is. Used book stores change constantly - we never put the
same title back in a space after we sell it. Lots of people
like to see what's changed since the last time they were
in."
Since individual used book stores each have their own
flavor, veteran book dealer O'Brien doesn't predict much
frenzied competition on the streets of Portland for those
fond of things literary and antique.
"I think all this will just poke along." he says. '1'11
enjoy watching the show and seeing what's going to happen."

Tlwmss A , Verde is Qfreeltmce writer who has been a frt11ue/1I
contribulor to CAsco Bay Weekly since this paper was fOllnded .
This may « his Wt cover story, though, because later this month he's
moving to Boston to join his wife. Like Tom, she's a jOllrnaiist.
Unlike Tom, she's employed.

Bibliolingo
Bibliolingo: used book
dealer's slang. Toss
these terms around
the next time you visit
a used book store and
maybe the dealer will
cut you a professional
discount.

Book bunk
An undiscovered
source or collection of
used books, such as
an old barn, antique
store, etc.

Dogs
A batch of used books
with little value.

Quote a book

From Noon-5 pm
in

The Old Port
Sunday, July 15
Schedule of Activities

The bag with all the
options. An outSide folio
pocket big enough to
hold file folders, with
short leather dad handles
and a full length
adJustable strap, A
commodlus Interior big
enough to hold your
shoes, lunch and a purse
with a zippered top for
weather and security,

12:30 - 2:00
Doug Lewis & Deb Sawyer
folk duo

12:30 - 4:00

Colors: Deep olive, black,
navy, taupe, (1 S'x1 S'x6')
$42.S0

Balloon Zoo
2:30

WICKED GOOD BAND
Wicked funny music

4:00 - 5:00

Jack Honan -

Clarinet

This event is made possible by the contributions
of Old Port Merchants and is sponsored by

To offer a book at
a certain price.

Casco Bav " . . 14102.'
Scout
Someone who hunts
around for used books
at yard sales, etc.,
and sells them to
used book dealers at
a marginal profit.
Usually works out
ofa car.

Sleeper
A valuable book hidden amongst a batch
of worthless ones.
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UPCOMING ENTERTAINMENT
Sundays Noon - 5 pm in The Old Port
Sunday, July 22
BIG CHIEF & TIlE CONTINENTALS

Rhythm & Blues
also Anni Clark, Essency Marionettes,
"Charlie Who" (Alan Tacheny)

The magical islands of the
Bahamas ...
now in the Old Port

OPEN NOW
57 Exchange Street
ComeT 0/ Market (I Exchange

Old Port
879·2242

Sunday, July 29
BELLAMY JAZZ BAND Dixieland Jazz
also Mexicall Rose, Martin Steingesser,
Jack Honan
Sunday, August 5

THE OLD PORT'S FINEST SALON

ROCKIN' VIBRATION Reggae
also Curt Bessette, Mr. Ray the Clown

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS

Join us Sundays for Music, Visual Artists,
Children's Entertainment, Face Painting,
Balloons, Flowers, Food & More!
Spedal entertainment:
BeUy Dancing by tbe Exotic Yasmee

We'll miss Tum. He was often within days of making his deadlines and
usually within hours of having been fired from a day job - but Qlways
within minutes of completing his next (albeit still unpublished) nouel.
Of work, Tom once so.id: "It's like Qperpetual treasure hunt."

Sleek----.....
Schlepplng

Watch casco Bay Weekly

for each week's schedule of actlvltles_

FOR

MEN,

WOMEN,

OR

CHILDREN

COME IN SUNDAY FOR A
FREE GIFT
WITH YOUR STYUNG, PERM,
HIGHLIGHTING OR COlORING
8 EXCHANGE STREET
OLD PORT
Facials, manicures, pedicures,
waxing, earpiercif09 md lash
finfinq

also OWI~able salecled

Sunooys. Far more info call
775·2555

.July 12;1990

FULL COLOR

PHOTO-TEES

Saturday Brunch
Patio Entertainment

CascoBav
~EKLY

VIEWS

Featuring New England's Finest
Bellydancing Performer.
NAHARlN: Noontime July 14.

--I---~/-~)

PUBLIC·NOTICE:

Taste a dazzling array of Brunch Cuisines
from Greece, PortugaL Turkey. France, Italy,
Morocco & more. ~
,

Serving Brunch

$1 6~!lume

pricing available

--,-----

100% Cotton T's

Q~N.~B~II§Q.{M~Cl!~L£Q!::Qfig~Qe{~§

)
Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port, Portland' 774-4455

It's Not Too Late
to make your mark!

,

With all the excuses that our state govenunent can come up with
for continuing to increase taxes on cigarettes, it really all boils down
toone thing. Ourgovernor and the Legislature know that theaddictive smoker will pay for his/her addiction, no matter what the price
is. It isno wonderthatus smokershavebeen singled out to pay more
in taxes than any other product in our country. Whatever happened
to our constitutional rights of being equal? Governor McKernan
says "We are not out to punish the smokers by increasing taxes."
What does he think he's done and is still doing to us low income
people? The middle class and higher income people can still afford
to pay with little or no pinch to their wallets. It is us low income
people that are going without a proper meal, decent housing or
clothing.
Our taxes are providing our elected officials with three good
meals a day, good housing, more than enough clothes, transportation and a big fat savings account. After I pay my taxes each week,
I am forced to look around for cheaper rent. I must decide whether
my breakfast,lunch and dinner will be an 89-cent can of spaghetti
in tomato sauce or a package of bologna and a 69-cent day-old loaf
of bread. Something is very wrong with our systerI\- State and
federal governments are out of complete control in handling our
affairs.

Majors in:

97 SprinC'Strcet
Portland, Maine 04101
207.775.3052

Maine'. Independent College
of Art an Design

Ceramics
Graphic Design
Jewelry and
Mctnlsmithing
Painting
Photography
Printmaking
Sculpture

More than half the students in our degree program have families, a career or have graduated
from another college. What they have in common
is the desire to be a professional artist or designer,

Phil Stevens
Windham, Maine. Accountant
M.B.A. (University of Michigan)
Painting Major

Hidden Image

Mythical, lmaginoli~e, Fanciful
HanJcr't,ed Ma.du
Annu..ine

Macintosh
CONSULTING

Systems .... Peripherals'" Software

Iii RESIDENTIAL
I: ROOFING &
'" REMODELING

Asphalt & Fiberglass
Shingles
Roof Restoration

Parking violator "mad as hell"
The delightful shiny yellow contraptions on car wheels everywhere are an obvious sign of desperate times in Portland. These
"[)enverboots" come with the fleet of shiny new trucks operated by
a carefully selected group of dysfunctional bimbos who thrive on
negative energy and live with a warped sense of power and control
Kind of like a drug addict.
I am a chronic parking violator and don't pay my tickets on time_
Consequently, I see a lot of these yellow leeches on my car_ To
compound matters, I have very little, if any, restraint at all when it
comes to telling these parasite metermaids what I think of them.
Therefore I have become a lightning rod for these maggotsParking can make or break a business. Disappointment and
sadness come when I walk up and down streets of the business
districts and see yellow boots on just about every other car parked
in front of store windows with signs saying "Out of business" or
"Going out of business."
The most outrageous part of this whole thing, which would be
almost funny if it weren't so sad, is when the head of this newly
revamped scavenger patrol made the public statement: "People
who think the city is doing this to make money are wrong. It's done
to make parking easier for everybody-" This is a blatant, bold-face
lie_ I believe in laws, justice, parking control and a strong, effective
and intelligent police force that is built on a foundation of integrity
and compassion. We don't have that here. I've lived in enough cities
to be able to say this with conviction_
For the most part, I see a bunch of bored, hot-headed instigators
in the P_P.D. looking for someone to knock the chip off their
shoulders. I'm not the only one who has seen incident after incident
of harassment and unfairness from these guys and gals in blue and
tan. But try and get anywhere in the courts of the spineless bureaucratic city hall. HeU, they're all in bed together anyway. Due to the
lack of imagination in creating positive ways to raise money, the
metermaids must bring in cash from ticketing.
Portland is a magical place. We should do everything we can to
preserve this magic and make this city a shining example for other
cities and towns aU over the country. A place where you can live,
work, create and have fun.
It's a hell of a lot more productive then buying 200 new parking
boots and an anny of metennaids_ I wonder if these powers that be
have any idea how much frustration, anger and negative energy is
created by using this bogus tactic of sucking off the backs of
taxpayers.
I'm as mad as hell and you should be too. Express yourself. You

Laurence A. Kelley
Portland
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Without Anxiety, I rntability or We
•• GUARANTEE"
IF YOU EVER NEED A FOLLOW UP SESSION IT'S FREE
AT ANY OF DR. KAHL & ASSOC. SEMINARS ANY
PLACE IN THE U-S.

July 14, Saturday
Portland
Holiday Inn - West
81 Riverside Street

(1) YES YOU Will BE HYPNOTIZED WITH DR. KAHl'S
Class Time
PROGRAM. HE HAS A 98% SUCCESS RATE IN HYPN(}.
11 :00 a.m_ until 1:30 p.m.
TIZING HIS CLIENTS.
(2) WITH DR. KAHl'S PROGRAM YOU ARE VERY RELAXED,
BE SMART· BE A WINNER!1
ALERT AND WILL NOT LOSE CONTROL
COME TO HIS PROGRAM
(3) YES YOU WILL WILUNGLY THROW YOUR CIGARETIES
AWAY AT THE END OF PROGRAM AND BE SMOKE
2 chairs 10 .how lhe power of the suboonaclou. Only
You All PlY
mind. He ha. hypnotized over 200,DOO people.
Less I
FREE.
Special Discount for a group of ten or more. Attention Employe,s: We conduct
Registration at the door from an hour up to dass time.
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cash Visa Mastercard and check accepted.
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Weekly, 187 Clark 51., Portland, ME. 04102.
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Coast Chapter of the American
Red Cross at 8 p.m. at the First
Parish Church, Brunswick.
Tickets are $10 in advance, $12
at the door, available at
Amadeus Music in Portland,
MacBeans Music and Fleet
Bank in Brunswick and the
American Red Cross in Portland and Brunswick. For more
information, call 729..fJ779.
• Spacey: "UFO Contact:
Preparation for the 1990s" is
the title of the seminar offered

-

Cape Elizabeth. The quartet
performs Mozart's Quartet in
C Major and Alexander
Borodin's Quartet No.2 in D
Major at 3 p.m. at Spurwink
Church, Route 77, Cape
Elizabeth. Tickets are $5 and
are available in advance from
the Cape Elizabeth Arts Commission at Thomas Memorial
Library or at the door.
• Humor and inspiration: Folk
musician Wes performs a
benefit for The AIDS Project at

comedy "The Marriage Proposal" begins at 7:30 p.m. at
the Bandstand in Deering
Oaks Park, Portland. The
performance is free and open
to the public. For more information, call 874-8793.

USM Portland. The lecture is
free and open to the public.
For more information, call 7804076.
• The thinking-man's clown:
Gown, juggler, comedian and
slack-rope walker, Avner the
Eccentric Gown, takes to the
stage for a one-man show in
six performances at the Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave., Portland. Performances are tonight through
Saturday at 8 p.m., Saturday
and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $12 for adults, $7 for kids,
available at Amadeus Music
and Gallery Music in Portland.
For more information, call 774-

• Defending yourself: The
Rape Crisis Center is hosting a
two-part self defense work-

,

~remiere

of
'Windswept
Peaks."
See July 13.

and Bohuslav
Martinu's Sonata No.2 for
cello and piano. The concert is
at 8 p.m. at the First Parish
Church at the comer of Maine
Street and Bath Road in
Brunswick. Tickets are $12. For
more information, call 7253895.
Savages play the beat of the
early days of rock and roll at
Zootz,31 Forest Ave., Portland. For more information,
call 773-8187.

• Outspoken: Singer and comedienne Bobbie Steinbeck
takes the stage at The Thomas
Playhouse, Route 302, South
Casco. Steinbeck performs
through July 28, WednesdaySaturday at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$10 and $12. For more information, call 655-3281.
• Soft spoken: Maine poet
Robert Chute reads from
"Uncle George: Poems from a
Maine Boyhood" at 7:30 p.m.
at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555
Congress St., Portland. The
reading is free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 761-3930.
• Loudly spoken: The man
can scream. But Barrence
Whitfield leads up a raucously
good rock and roll band.
Barrence Whitfield and the

• Tiananmen Square remembered: The world premiere of
Chinese-American composer
Chou Wen-c.h ung's "Windswept Peaks" is being performed tonight at the third
concert of the Bowdoin Summer Music Festival. The new
work, which is a tribute to the
students of Tiananmen Square,
incorporates Chinese musical
elements into modern Western
music and is being performed
by the Aeolian Chamber
Players. Also on tonight's
program is Johannes Brahms'
Quintet for clarinet and
strings, Poncie1li's clarinet duo

H~HlJIlM

THEATRE COMPANY
PRESENTS

Groucho, Chico and Harpo
all rolled into one. Broadway's
hilarious one man show.
OFFERING BREAKFAST & UJNQf
Monday - Friday 7am-4pm
Featuring New Vegetarian
specials and Old Favorites
772-0702 • S91 CoogJ"ess Sf.
across from Portland Museum of Art
_"""Til or L a,'"M>--

Six performances: Wed. July 18Sat. July 21 at 8 pm; 2 pm
Matinees Sat. & Sun.,July 21 &22
Portla nd Perform ina Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue, Call 774·0465
Tickets: $12 adults/$7 children
Also available at Amadeus MuSIC
and Gallery Music

'BIG ~oVNDS fRoM AllOVER.

0465.

Aeolian
Chamber
Players
perform
the world

YOU S~lICAN'T
GET THERE
FROM HERE

• James Phinney Baxter slept
here: Greater Portland Landmarks has added several new
tours to its summer schedule
of tours of historic Greater
Portland neighborhoods.
Today's tour looks at the
buildings that housed the likes
of Baxter, Thomas Brackett
Reed and John A. Poor along
Deering Street in Portland. The
tour of the Italianate and
Second Empire style structures
begins at 9:30 a.m. at the
Immanuel Baptist Church at
the corner of High and Deering streets. The cost is $2 for
members of Landmarks, $3 for
non-members. For more information on this and other tours,
call 774-5561.
• Ballads for blood: Singer /
songwriter Karla Bonoff performs a benefit for the Mid-

under the auspices of the
Nashville-based Southeast
Regional Communications
Center. Dr. Leilani and Dan
Deering share their telepathic
and phySical experiences with
extraterrestrials, followed by
"intentional joy celebrations."
Joy celebrations are how the
Deering's ETs have transformed their planet from a
place of struggle into a place of
peace. The seminar is being
held from 7-9:30 p .m. at the
Center for New Age Studies,
Building lA, Thompson's
Point, Portland. For more information, call 775-7135.

• Sundays in the Port: The afternoon mini-festivals continue from 12-5 p.m. on lower
Exchange Street in Portland.
Today's performances include
a performance of original folk
tunes by Doug Lewis & Deb
Sawyer at 12:30 p.m., Maine
music and humor by the
Wicked Good Band at 2:30
p.m. and Jack Honan blows on
his clarinet at 4 p .m . Performances will be cancelled in the
case of rain. For more information, call Intown Portland Exchange at 772-6828.
• Country music: The Portland String Quartet takes their
act out of the city and into the
country ... Well, as far away as

4 p.m. in Luther Bonney Auditorium on the USM Portland
Campus. The topics of her
songs include abuse and
recovery, but as Wes herself
writes, her performances are
not all therapy sessions there's a lot of fun, too. Tickets
for the benefit are $10, and are
available in Portland at
Amadeus Music and The AIDS
Project.
• Farm tours: Member farms
of the Maine Organic Farmers
and Gardeners Association
open their gates to the public
for tours throughout the
summer. The first tour of the
season is at the Patchwork
Organic Farm in Brunswick.
The farm is open from 12-4
p .m. To get there take old
Route 1 from Cooks Comer in
Brunswick for two miles, tum
left at the intersection at
Skillins Greenhouse onto the
Harding Road extension. The
farm is the second house on
the left after the railroad
bridge. For more information,
call Sue Sargent at 442-8195

• Bards on the bandstand: The
Vintage Repertory Company
animates the bandstand for the
new-this-summer series
"Theater in the Park" sponsored by Portland Recreation.
The performance of two
vignettes from Chekhov's

Great eonversatiollS
begin in

shop tonight and Thursday, 68:30 p.m. in Portland. The
workshops cover sexual
assault awareness, personal
safety and risk reduction. Self
defense and breakaway
techniques will be demonstrated and practiced. The cost
is $25 in advance, $35 at the
door. For more information,
call 774-3613.

• Celebrate the Nicaraguan
revolution: Portlanders
Against U.S. Intervention in
Central America (PAUSICA)
present their annual fundraiser
and celebration dance from
7:30 p.m. on at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave., Portland. Proceeds from
a silent auction benefit local
activism and Nicaraguan child
care. Music for dancing is
provided by Charlie Brown's
latest band Papa Loves
Mambo. Admission is $5. For
more information, call 7737873.
• New tones: The Gamper
Festival of Contemporary
Music, a mini-festival within
the Bowdoin Summer Music
Festival, gets underway
tonight at 8 p.m. in Kresge
Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The latest in the
avant-garde of contemporary
music will be performed tonight, and July 21-22 and 24.
Tickets are $5. For more information, call 725-3895.

• Eco-puppets: "The Lorax
Puppet Show" uses puppets
made from recycled materials
and deals with the topic of the
environment. Originally performed for Earth Day, the
show is being revised as part
of the Portland Public
Library's Summer Reading
Program for kids entering
Kindergarten through sixth
grade. The performance is at
10:30 a.m. in the Children's
Room of the library. To sign
up for the program, call 8711707.
• Whatever happened to .. .
USM's summer series of
lectures on history continues
with "The Transportation
Revolution in 19th Century
Portland" by Joel Eastman,
USM Professor of History.
Eastman speaks at 7 p .m . in
Luther Bonney Auditorium,

Located on Beautiful
Bowdoin Colle ge Campua
Brunlwick, Maine
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• July 10 - July 29

•

The magical islands of the

Bahamas ...
now in the Old Port

July 5 - August 26
TilE

~IERRY.

WIDOW

OPEN NOW

Thurs, Fri & Sat at 8:00
Sunday at 7:00
955 Forest Ave.

Records, Tapes and CDs

Tue8. - Sal. 8:00 p.m.
Wed. , Fri. , Sun. 2:00 p.m.

Comer of Market & Exchange

797-3338

10 EXCHANGE ST.
LOWER LEVEL • OLD PORT

725-8769

879.2242

opens July 31

••••••••••••••••

57 Exchange Street

Old Port

$8 per paddle in advance, $10
on the day of the race. For information on the race, contact
Saco River Outfitters at 7730910.

• Clam up: The Yarmouth
Gam Festival opens at noon
today on the Memorial Green
in Yarmouth. The festival features clams and more clams, a
carnival, lots of entertainment,
foot races and the Great Royall
River Canoe Race. Tonight's
performances include the
Heart of Gold Vaudeville at
8:15 p .m . and Anni Clark at
9:30 p.m. on Memorial green,
and the Bath Municipal Band
Concert at 8:30 p .m . at North
Yarmouth Academy. The
canoe race is tomorrow at 11
a.m. with nine racing classes
for open canoes, three for
kayaks and four recreational
classes. Registration is
being held from 9:30 10:45 a.m. at Yarmouth Town
Landing.
Registration is

• Whale watching: Maine
Audubon Society have scheduled three whale watches at
Jeffrey's Ledge today, Aug. 25
and Sep. 22 from 9:30 a.m.-4
p.m. Reservations are required. For more information,
call the field trip office at 7812330.
• Bike touring: The Freeport
Historical Society and Wolfe
Neck Woods State Park are
sponsoring a bike tour of the
Wolfe Neck peninsula in Freeport. The tour begins at 10 a.m.
with a program given by
naturalist Pat Bailey about the
peninsula's early settlement.
One of the early settlers,
Henry Wolfe, was the man the
peninsula was named after.
The bike tour begins at the
state park. The cost is $2. Reservations are necessary and
may be made by calling the
Freeport Historical Society at
865-3170.
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OLD SHEEP MEADOWS NURSERY
HAVE YOU EVER DREAMED
of having a perpetually blooming rose garden that
attracts butterflies and hummingbirds?
We can design a garden for the tiniest cottage
or the largest estate.
Find us at:

• Sundays in The Old Port
• Wednesdays at the Monument Sq.
Farmer's Market
• or from Mon .-Thur. lO-Bpm; Fri.,
Sat., Sun . B-Bpm in Alfred
From Porr/and, Tak. 95 SoUlh to BiddLford exit. VU'( Ri.!h< .,...".u
AIf,-,4 on RoltU 111 . Tak. 202N toG"", Rood aM Iooi<for signs!
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THURSDAY, JULY 12, 1990

THRILLER THURSDAY
WithWMGX

BIG CIDEF & TIlE CONTINENTAIS
93~

BUD UGHT All Night Long
Doors open at 7

FRIDAY JULY 13

Thank WMGX It's Friday
93¢ Bud Light 4-7
Freaky Friday Happy Hour

SUNDAY JULY 15

HEADLl8ER
COMEDY

Headliner - MARK ROSSI

AIsD Appearln, - STEVE BII.YGl
Door$ open al5-Showtime 8:30

SATURDAY JULY 14

DANCING TO THE

50'S, 60'S & 70'S
New Cover $3,00

Doors open at 7

WEDNESDAY JULY 18

WILD 'N' WACKY WEDNESDAY
CONCRETE BLONDE
Tickets $10 an" $12 door

Count Down on Drinks AU light
Doors
at 7
"'~"""I

Register III Will a trip

AIs.adrawlngfNr;a~:~~'::~j~

rafUng trip from UIlICOIUI f:

Bowdoin's greatest hits

CBW LISTINGS

The world-famous Bowdoin Summer Musk Festival continues
through Aug. 4. The MusicFest ' 90 concerts, which feature performances by the noted faculty of the MusicFest chamber program, begin
at S p .m . Friday evenings at the First Parish Church in Brunswick.
Tickets for these concerts are $12. Check the Calendar and Listings
for specific information on these concerts or call 725-3895.
In addition to the MuskFest '90 concerts, the festival presents
student recitals on Sunday and Tuesday nights. These concerts are
held in Kresge Auditorium on the Bowdoin campus and admission
is $1.
While I recognize the value of the Masters' concerts and the
freight carried by such names as Syoko Aki and David Leisner, I
would send you to the student recitals. And this has to do with my
love of music rather than my well-known cheapness.
It is true that you will hear flawless executions of modem and
classical compositions at the Masters' concerts, will be stunned by
Lewis Kaplan' s violin work and witness a bit of history when you see
the Aeolian Chamber Players on stage. But the student recitals will
get you where you live.
I was there the other night when 24-year-old Vivian Choi performed Debussy's '1mages, Book II," and was utterly drawn into that
difficult, otherworldly piece. I don't know how often she played it
before and I don't know if it was representative of her repertoire but
I could listen to her Debussy every night.
A friend of mine was also there and upon hearing 14-year-<>ld
Jennifer Koh perform Beethoven's Opus 61 (Concerto for Violin) declared himseUto be a man "hitin the lace by greatness." He wept. He
gave up cigarettes. He is not sentimental. He does not listen to
classical music much, either. It was that kind of night.
I've heard whole troops of young musicians play just about every
kind of music you could mention and I have enjoyed most of it. I've
sat at the feet of the old masters of rock and roll and, while they
played, been able to tum to whoever I was with and shout 'This is
great" at the top of my lungs and mean it. But I have never seen a
group of performers make contact with an audience like the student
recitalists at Bowdoin.
W.D. Cutlip

L1.tlngs must b. rec.lved In wilting b~ 12 noon the Fllda~ prior to publlc.tlon.
Ann Sltomer, C •• co"'~ W_kl~, 187 CI.rk St ....t. Port"nd 04102

SILVER
SCREEN

Anolher 48 Hours Another chance
for Nick Nol1e as another bumed-oot
cop (does he play anything else?) and
another role for Eddie Murphy as his
slick sidekick. Another villian to be
wasted, another authority figure to be
defied, another Caddy convertible to
be trashed. Same Dlot.
Ar.chnophobia Comedy thriller about
those eight-legged fiends stars the
delectable Julian Sands and Jeff
Daniels.
B.ck To Th. Future '" Marty McFly
and Doc Brown find themselves in the
Old Westof 1885. Gun fights and spoofs
of Spaghetti westems characterize the
last- they promisel- installment of the
time-machine trilogy.
B.t.y'. Wedding Alan AIda's latest
attempt to convince us that he's Woody
Allen. Hawkeye directed this movie
about a father (Aida) who wants a
lavish wedding for his daughter (Molly
Ringwald). Betsy doesn1 want it; the
rest of us have no choice.
Bird on 8 Wire Mel Gibson and Goldie
Hawn star in this romantic adventure
story that consists of little more than
comic banter between two cute stars.
Blue V.'vet David Lynch's 1986 movie
paved the way to one of the best television shows produced. "Twin Peak"
fans should be reminded that the fictional town in 'Blue Velver is Lumberton and Lynch already had an obsession with log trucks. Agent Cooper is a
kid again, who stumbles upon the seedy
underworld lorded over by demented
Frank, played brillianUy by Dennis
Hopper. See "Blue Velver again to
whet your appetite for Lynch's new
award-winning 1Iick, which should be
opening soon.
D.~. of Thunder Tom Cruise plays a
stock car racer. h may look as exciting
as the DaylOna 500, but irs Holywood
- lame through and through.

Dick TNC~ Warren Beatty made the
movie, and stars as the square-jawed
cartoon cop - but his buddies steal the
show: Madonna steams up the screen
as "Breathtess,' AI Pacino steals the
show as crime boss ·Big Boy Caprice,'
and Dustin Hoffman's cameo appearance as ·Mumbles' is so good J almost
forgave him for 'Ishtar." But just as J
did, Beatty returned with his side-ofbeef acting and I came to my senses. A
few good clues here, but the case
stinks.
Die H.rd .. Bruce Willis returns with
more stunt men. OIl, if only Mattie
Hayes were here. She'd know what to
make of this misanthropic marketing
mistake.
Ford Falr'-no How bad is he? Rau~
chy comedian Andrew Dice Clay stars
in this private dick flick about a detecbve who specializes in the music industry. Some fringe elements from that
industry make an appearance. including Priscilla Presley and Wayne Newton.
Chost Patrick 'Dirty Dancing' Swayze
plays a broker who tries to contact his
wife through a phony psychic (Whoopi
Goldberg).
Chosl Dad Bill Cosby plays a widower
with three kids who leams about parenthood in the afterlife.
Jungle Book The animated version of
Rudyard Kipling's tales of a boy aba~
doned in the jungles of India.
Longtime Co~nlon is a realistic
look at how AIDS changed gay life
during the 1980s. Norman Rene and
Craig Lewis' film follows the lives of
several gay men as AIDS rises out of
the newspapers and becomes the focus
of their lives - and deaths. But this is
not a "Terms of Endearment" tearjerker. Rene and Lewis have taken a
touching but sober look at the impact of
AIDS on individuals and on the gay
community as a whole. Whether or not
you can relate to the characters' sexuality, you will share their humanity as
this well-written film watches their relationships grow, turn frigid, and then
become warm again. Forget the rash
of remakes. If you're going to see one
film this summer, this is it.

WHAT'S
WHERE:
General Cinema.
Maine Mall

Malne Mal Road. So Portland
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Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down

Cinema Cltv

Halfway through "TteMe Up, TteMeDown" a friend leaned over
and remarked, 'This is disturbing, isn't it?"
I don't know. I'd found the movie funny up to this point, because
it seemed that Pedro A1mod6var wasn't taking his subject matter
very seriously. So neither did I.
The young Spanish filmmaker has been tamed . It's too bad. In an
earlier movie, "Matador," he erased the line between sexual pleasure
and death. This wasn't a movie for people who couldn't stomach the
thought of one person completely dominating another sexually. But
Almod6var took domination to such an extreme, that I had to laugh.
Anotherearlymovie, "Law of Desire," began with oneofthe most
erotic scenes I've seen on film and then relentlessly demanded my
emotional attention, leaving me drained by the end. These feelings
paralleled the movie's plot in which one man demanded more love
from another than his lover could return. In the end, he was left with
nothing.
"Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down" is vanilla in comparison, although it's
about bondage, submission, drug addiction and fear.
'Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down" is about dependency. A young man,
who's been locked up in institutions since he was orphaned atthree,
runs away for a night and meets an actress in a bar. She takes him
home and the experience apparently changes his life. A year later, he
is released from the mental institution, and sets outto find the actress
again, marry her and father her children, He finds a junkie porn star
making a horror flick with a horny old director. She doesn' t remember him and won't talk to him.
What makes 'Tie Me Up" more pleasurable than disturbing is
thatnoneofthe nasty stuff has any painful consequences. The actress
eats lots of pain killers, but she never seems high or subdued. When
her young pursuer literally binds her, he takes special care to use
comfortable rope and tape. The movie is a farce.
I'm less critical of the violence and degradation in 'Tie Me Up"
than I usually am, because Almod6var is an intelligent filmmaker.
The mindless violence and degradation most Hollywood flicks are
made ofis far more dangerous than this movie, which doesn't ignore
prople's real desire for attention, care and sexual pleasure in whatever form it happens to take.
Almod6var untied me at some point. I don' t know quite when.
But by the end all the shackles were removed from both the movie's
characters and my attention. I expected more from a director of Almod6var's caliber, although 'Tie Me Up" was still one of the better
movies I have seen for a while.
Give Almod6var a chance. His early movies are available on
video and another early, never-before-seen-in-Portland Alrnod6var
movie, "Labyrinth of Passion," premieres at The Movies on Aug. IS,
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Evening Star
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Pride.
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Drive-In
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_
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Ros.II. a - Shopping Marianne
Sagebrecht and Percy AIdon (.Sugarbaby" and 'Bagdad Cafe") team up
again in a movie about a housewife
who goes to any lengths to keep her
family in state-of-the-art surroundings ,
using charge cards and other methods
of creative financing . I'll be at the movie
trying to figure out a creative way to pay
back my student loan.
Thelonlus Monic StNlght No
Che••r This is the last to arrive of the
10 movies I regretted hadn't made it to
Portland last January. Now we've seen
all 10, and there's even a jazz club in
Portland now. (I threw in that gripe
back in January, too.) Charlie Zwerin's
documental)' is a portrait of one the
greatest and most enigmatic jazz pianists ever.
Tot.1 R.... II Amold Schwarzenagger
stars in Paul ·Robocop" Verhoeven's
big-budget sci-fi flick. Arnie plays a
21st·centul)' man who discovers that
he's not who he thought he was. In a
time when the technology exists to
mess with a person's mind and memories, Arnie never really finds out. But Legend (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 700
not knowing whars real doesn't slop
Main St., South Portland. 774~151 .
him from killing everyone in sight. "Total The Sen_ (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Recall' is high on bone-cracking, flesh Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873. T.rrenc. SImI.n .nd The M.II.t
flying , head-exploding violence - and Americ. and St.rshlp (rock) Club
PI.ybo~. (zydeco) July 19, Raoul's,
low on plot. High-tech special effects
Casino, Hampton Beach, N.H . Tickets
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773~.
and Schwarzenagger's signature oneare $21 .50. For more information, call
6ners almost save this movie.
603-926-4300.

ard Gare star in the Pygmalian-type
story about a wealthy businessman
who picks up a prostitute and dresses
her up pretty. The movie has a few
great lines, but the story is a sexist lairy
tale.
Quick Chenge Bill M.trray, Geena
Davis and Randy Quaid play three
crooks who pull off a heist and can't
escape from New Yark. Jason Robards is the cop on their case.
Robocop " Robot one is challenged
by robot two. MostofDetroitgetscaught
in the aossfire. Motor City should know:
the problem with shiny objects is that
there's always another one coming
along next year.
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Doors 0pen at 9pm
• Til $5. 21+'
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QulrkJ briOiant
progressive rock from
Schenectady
16+ Chem Free

•

Lila's Lounge
Open For21+

•

UPCOMING

SATURDAY 7.14

CLUBS
THURSDAY 7.12

DANCING

Z_tz, 31 Fores~ Portland. Fri: Post
Modern - all ages ; Sat: latest dance
T .......I (rock) Old PortTavem, 11 Moulmusic; Sun: request night; Tue: Hip
ton St., Portland. 774-0444.
House -all ages; Wed: WortdbeatNight
D8n HlcD and The Acou.tlc W8...
773-8187.
rIors (acoustic/country) Raoul's, 865 The M_n, 425 Fore St., Portland.
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Open nightly, 8 pm on .. . Fri-Sat until 3
Split 50 and The Autom8t1ca (rock)
am. No cover. 871-<>663.
Moose Alley, 46 Markel St., Portland. Selut••, 20 Milk St., Portland. Open
774-5246.
nighUy until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
o.rlen B~tm. a The Soulmln- Boun~ , 200 Riverside St , POrtland.
.rs and Fl.mI..... Smll. (rock) DI)'
Fndays, 18+. Open Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portland.
Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.

n4-355O.

Steph.n Blum Croup (jazz) Cafe
B.rrenc. Whltfteld .nd the "v'
No, 20 Danforth St., Portland. 772.ge. (rock/r&b) ZOOIz, 31 ForestAve.,
8114.
Portland. 773-8187.
Swinging Hot (jazz vocals) Little WilEddie KlrId.nd a The High Enlie's, 36 Mari<etSt., POrtland. 773-4500.
.... B8nd (blues) Raoul'S, 865 For· C.roI .nd The C"'rmers (rock)
est Ave ., Portland. 773~ .
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S .
Thl'uet (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moul·
Portland. 767-4627.
ton SI. , Portland. 774-0444.
Leg.nd (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 700
Spilt 50 and The Autom.tlc. (rock)
Main St. , South Portland. 774-6151.
Moose Alley, 46 Market St. , Portland . The " n _ (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
774·5246.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.
C.roI .nd The C"'rmers (rock) JOlIn Rivers (comedy) Club Casino,
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Picken St., S .
Hampton Beach, N.H. Tickets are
Portland. 767-4627.
$22.50. For more information , call 603The HlndenHrgs (rock) Horsefeath·
926-4300.
ers,I93MiddIeSt. . Portland. 773-3501 .
Big ChI.f a the Contlnont... (r&b)
T-birds, 126 North Boyd St., Portland
773-8040.
B.~ s.unders Qu.rt.t (jazz) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth SI. , Portland. 772- D.vld Pope (classical guitar) 10 am· 3
pm. cafe no, 20 Danforth St., Portland.
8 114.
772-8114.
C-~ Night Uttle Willie's, 36 MarS..nSh_rln(lrishmusic)4pm,Gritty
ket SI., Portland. 773-4500.
McDuff's , 396 Fore St, Portland. n2Legend (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 700
2739.
Main St., South Portland. 774~151 .
Acou.tlc Blue. J.m (blues) 7 pm,
The
(rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean St., S . Port·
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.
land. 767-7119.
Pet.r Murph~ (rock) Club Casino,
Hampton Beach, N.H. Tickets are Mr, Soul (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
$19.50. For more information ,calI603M.rk Roul .nd St.v. Bulgll
926-4300.
(comedy) T-birds, 126 North Boyd St.,
Portland 773-8040.
Open Mlk. Night Geno's , 13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891.
St.vI. B, .nd lhe Cov.r Ciri. (top
Agltpop, 011. Co~ot. and Twl.ted
40) Club Casino, Hampton Beach, N.H .
R_t (rock) Chem-free, IS-plus at
Tickets are $19 .50. For more informa·
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. 773tion, call 603-926-4300.
8187.
Thnat (rock)OIdPortTavem, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
Azt... Two St.p (acoustic/pop)
Raoul's . 865 Forest Ave , Portland.
Mr, Soul (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
773-U86 .
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
The WhlV- and St... Cow (rock) Dry
Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portland.
774·3550.
Spilt 50 and The Autom.tlc. (rock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland.
SI.ld CI •• v.. (acoustic) Gritty
774-5246.
McDuff's, 396 Fore St. , Portland. 772The Hlndenb.rge (rock) Horsefeath .
2739.
ers, 193 MiddIeSt., Portland. 773-3501 .
Steph.n Blum Croup (jazz) Cafe
No, 20 Danforth St., Portland. 772·
8114.
Swinging Hot (jazz vocals) Little Willie's, 36 Market S t. , Portland. 773-4500. Outer Spec. Band (rock) Raoul's ,
Boom SlNInke (rock) Spring Point
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886
Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , S . Portland. 767. Cone ..t. Blonde (rock) T-birds, 126
4627.
North Boyd St. , Portland 773-8040.

SUNDAY 7.15

"nse

FRIDAY 7.13

MONDAY 7.18

Pret~ W_nJulia Roberts and Rich-

BARRENCE ') AGITPOp,
WHITFIELD)
OTIS
and the / COYOTE
SAVAGES
&TWISTED
Atotally insane
ROOTS
Dance Band!

TUESDAY 7.17

WEDNESDAY 7.18

..........-.- .

.

:.:..

'.,

• <:::30 .~_- - ~
-c>~~

""'' '
A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

CON
CERTS
THURSDAY 7.12
Tonto'. Big Ide. (rock) 12-1:30 pm,
MonumentSquare, Portland. Theshow
is part of IPE's Noontime Performance
Saries. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 772-6828 .
C ... ndl .... B.nd Conc.rt (community band) 7:30 pm at the Gazebo, Fort
Allen Park, Eastern Prom, Portland.
Free and open to the public. 874-8793.
Hot Air Duo (classical) George Bozeman on organ and J . Bryan Dyker on
flute perform works by Bach, Buck,
Karg·Elert and Alain at 8 pm, Portland
City Hall Auditorium. Sponsored by
The Friends of the KOlZschmar Organ
and the City of Portland. Free and open
to the public.

fRIDAY 7.13
Th. Und.r8chl.v.,. (Boog ie
woogie, swing) t2-1 :3O pm, Canal
Plaza, Portland. The show is part of
IPE's Noontime Performance Saries.
Free and open to the public. For more
informabon , can 772~828.
Robert Plant (Mr. Led Zeppelin) Cum·
barfand County Civic Center, Portland.
For more information, call 775-3825 .
From s.. to Shining s.. (pops)
Schooner Fare joins the Portland
Symphony Orchestra in a performance
of sea shanties at 7:30 pm in Fort
Williams Park, Cape Eliza beth. TICkets
a re $1 t general admission , $9 for students and seniors , $28 for a family with
at least one adult. Rain s ite is Portland
City Hall Auditorium. For more infor·
mation, call 773-8191 .
continUl!d 1m pagt 18

LIVE MUSIC TmS WEEKEND
Friday, July 13

Saturday, July 14

The Whigs

Darien Brahms
&the Soulminers

with

with

FlAMINGO SMILE

~

18

Casco BRy Wukly

PROUDLY PRESENTS

CON
CERTS

Bowdoin S _ .....0 F ••'Iv.1
(classical) Program includes the wo~d
premiers of 'Windswept Peaks' by
Chou Wen-chung, performed by the
Aeolian Chamber Players; Brahm's
Quintet for Violin and Strings; Martinu's
Sonata No.2 for Cello and Piano; and
a clarinet dUo by Poncielli. Concert is 8
pm at !he First Parish Church, comer of
Maine Street and Bath Road, Brunswick. Tickets are $12 (season tickets
are $50). For more infonnation, call
725-3895.
Voluntary RoIatlv_ (folk) Group perfonns new music from ancient sources
on dulcimers, mandolin, banjo, violin,
guitar, bass, drums and percussion at
7:30 pm at the Saco River Grange Hall,
Salmon Falls Rd., Bar Mills. Tickets
are $6 for adults, $4 for students and
seniors. Children under 10 are admitted free. For more infonnation, call

929-6472.
Northea.t Wlncls(lrish ballads) 8 pm,
Hellernan Center Auditorium, Saint
Joseph's College, Standish. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 892-6766 ext. 456.

SATURDAY 7.14
SATURDAY, AUGUST 11
7:30 PM
CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER
-

ALL SEATS RESERVED . TICKETS: $18.50 & $16.59
Available at Civic Center Box Office & all TIcketron locations
To charge by phone call Teletron at 1-800-382-8080
All major credit cards accepted

o

oo

Dine

&
Dance

July 12 - EDDIE KIRKLAND & The High Energy Band
Tickets $4 • Formerly of John Lee Hooker band
July 13 - AZTEC 2·STEP
Tickets $8 • Only summer appearance!

-.

July 14 - DAN HICKS & THE ACOUSTIC WARRIORS
Tickets $8 • Exclusive Maine appearance!
July 15 - PAPA LOVES MAMBO
Tickets $4 • Caribbean Dance party
July 18 - OUTER SPACE BAND
Tickets $5 • Critics cult choice
July 19 - TERRANCE SIMIEN & The Mallet Playboys
Tickets $8 • Massive zydeco dance party

I'
I'

n
t:

July 27 - BIG DIPPER!
Tickets $5

J.cbon Browne (acoustic) 8 pm,
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are on sale at Ticketron Oudets (including the Civic Cenler box ollioe) or
by calling Teletron 1-000-382-8080.
FI••tw_d
(rock) 7:30 pm, Seashore Perlonning Arts Center at Old
Orchard Beach. Tickets are $17.501
$19.50, available at Ticketron. Civic
Center Box Office and SeaPAC box
office. For more infonnation, caN 9341731.
Karl. Bono" (acoustic) 8 pm, First
Pansh Church, Brunswick. Concert is
a benefit for the Mid-Coast Chapler of
the American Red Cross. Tickets are
$ 10 in advance, $12 at the door, available at Amadeus Music in Portland,
MacBeans Music and Reet Bank in
Brunswickandthe American Red Cross
in Portland and Brunswick. For more
inlonnation, call 729-6n9.
AbeNl_ and EI'" (opera) Surry
Opera Company and the Georgian
National Youth Orchestra perfonn Palishvii's opera at 7 pm in !he Suny Civic
Center, Suny. For ticket infonnation,
call 667-9551.

SUNDAY 7.15
Portl.nd S.rlng Quarte' (classical)
Quartet performs Mozart's Quartet in C
major ("The Dissident') and Alexander
Borodin's Quartet No. 2 in D major at3
pm in the Spurwink Church, Route
Cape Elizabeth. Admission is $5.
W •• (folk/pop) Banefit for the AIDS
Project at4 pm, Lu!her Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Suggested donation is $10. Tickets are available ay
Amadeus Music, Briarwynde and The
AIDS Project
Bob Zentz (folk) 8 pm, Curtis Little
Theater, The Chocolate Church, 804
Washington SI., Bath. Zentz performs
traational music lika sea chanteys,
ballads and Celtic tunes. Tickets are
$6 in advance, $B at the door. For more
infonnation, call 729-3185.
Bowdoin Sumnwr ..... c F.atlv.1
.'udent Concert (classical) 7:30
pm, Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and open to the
public. For more inlonnation, call 7253895.
Big CIM... The Continent... (rIb)
Casco Bay Unes Music Cruises, every
Sunday, 5-8 pm. Boalleavesfrom Long
Wharf. Commercial Street, Portland.
Tickets are $10, $9 for seniors, $5 for
kids. For more information, caN 7747871.
.....r WhItaker (pop.lcountry) 7 pm,
Maine Center for the Arts, at !he University 0/ Maine. Orono. For ticket inIonnation, cal 581-1755.

n,

Jim Gall.nt (acoustic guitar) 12-1:30

pm, WharfIMoulton streets, Portland.

lifo. n3,688& • Entertaimneat HDHiDe n5-2494 "1111

Ah, Shakespeare. Could be deadly, could be great. It's a lot like
love. "A Midsummer Night's Dream," currently on stage at The
Theater Project in Brunswick, is like a good relationship - funny,
sensitive, romantic, and sometimes, like love, elusive and downright
embarrassing.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" rings so true. Shakespeare set
out to show us that who (and what) we choose to aim our hopeful
little darts of passion at is one of life's weirder experiences. What we
look for in a person often isn't there. What we seek is never really
what we need. "Lord, what fools these mortals be," says Puck, in
what has to be one of the most apt phrases ever to become a cliche.
In "A Midsummer Night's Dream," love can turn a shrewd fairy
queen into a blithering idiot besotted with a jackass. It can take a rock
solid relationship and, undercover ofthe night, discombobulate it so
that one lover no longer wants nor needs the other. The funny thing
about the play is that, although everything that happens is ridiculous, it isn't really, is it? When Puck's fairy dust dissipates into
dust motes floating in the sunlight, what do we see? Who do we see?
Who is this person looking at you across the scrambled eggs?
This production raises all these questions, after playing the comedy
for all it's worth. AI Miller, artistic director for the theater, has
directed the play with an earthy gusto and the cast has responded in
kind. The fairies are wonderfully primitive, and the humans really
silly. Costuming by Lisa Picinich and Patty Olds is unique and befits
the bizarre theme. A flautist, Kate Huntington, is a welcome addition
to the proceedings. The play-within-a-play portion oftheproduction
is excellent.l!,s one of the best parts.
The only problem with the performance that I saw, which admittedly was on opening night, was that a few of the speeches rhymed
and not much else. (Foresooth methinks I hurt my tooth over by the'
ticket booth, etc.) I hate it when that happens. I'm sure it's been
corrected by now.
While all of the performances are good, three are outstanding.
Chip Ratner, who plays Demetrius, the straight man, (if there can be
a straight man in this play), captures pauses and listens while actors
pass lines around him. Knowing what to do when it isn't your tum
on stage is an art in itself, and Ratner, as Demetrius, is an artful
listener. Brian Hinds plays multiple roles and is deft with each. He is
particularly funny as reluctant Thisbee. Louis Frederick, who sounds
as if he has swallowed a helium balloon laced with smoke, is a
performer with great presence. His Puck is slow-moving, deliberate,
and alternately sly and wise. Whether commanding center stage or
loitering in the background, Puck is always there.
A lot like love.

"ac

MONDAY 7.18

865 Forest Avenue

0'

A Midsummer Night's Dream

GREAT NORTHEAST PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Part of Intown Portland Exchange's
Noontime Performance Series. For
more inlonnation, c:aII n2-6B28.
1Io1'-do Trio (classical) Worils for
ftute, viola and harp by Rameau, Joiivet, Debussy, Faur6. Bax and Ravel at
8 pm as pa1 0/ !he Sac:o River Festival
at Camish Elementary School Auditorium. Tickets are $B. For more informsion, cal 625-4667.

TUESDAY 7.17

UPCOMING

Organ Works (classical) Margaret
Irwin-Brandon performs works by John
Stanley, Johann Kuhnau, Johann
Walther and Edourd Batiste at 12:10
pm at the First Parish Church, Maine
Street and Bath Road, Brunswick.
Donation at the door. For more information, call 729-7331.
....rtland B..... Quintet (classical)
7:15 pm, Bandstand, Deering Oaks
Park, Portland. Free and open to !he
public. 874-8793.
Bowdoin Summer ..uslc F.stlval
S.uden. Cone... (classical) 7:30
pm, Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and open to the
public. For more infonnation, call 7253895.
S _ Organ Concert SorI_
(classical) Rosalind Mohnsen perfonns
works by Lemare, Vieme, Sowerby,
Debussy and Karg-Elert at 8 pm, Portland City Han Auditorium. Sponsored
by The Friends of !he Kotzsc:hmar
Organ and !he City of Portland. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 767-3297 or 761-1915.

Camper F_tlv.1 of Con'.mporary ....Ie Mini-festival of the Bowdoin Summer Music Festival features
works by contemporary composers.
First concert is July 19, 8 pm, Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Violinist Lewis Kaplan and pianist Peter Basquin perfonn "Clockworil"
by Sebastian Currier; mezzo soprano
Barbara Martin perfonns 'Four Songs"
by George Crumb's son David; and
festival students perform David
Leisner's 'Candies in the Mecca' for
violin, piano and cello. Second concert, July 21, features Three Psalms
by David Roseman. July 22 concert
features pieces by Festival students, a
new piece by Glen Cortese and a piece
by Frank Zappa. The final concert, July
24, features the woM premiere of Eliot
Schwarz's 'Elan.' Tickets to the Gamper Festival concerts are $5. For more
infonnation, call 725-3895.
Roger Whittaker (pop/countryf July
20, 8 pm, Cumberland County Civic
Center, Portland. Tickets are $19.50,
available at the Civic Center box office,
Ticketron outlets or by caUing 7753458 or 1-8OG-3B2-8080.
Bowdoin Summer ....Ic F••• lval
(classical) Program includes George
Crumb's 'Night of the Four Moons,'
which premiered in New York City last
November; Mozarfs Quartet for oboe
and strings; and Brahms' Sonata in G
Major fro violin and piano. Concert is
July 20, 8 pm at !he First Parish Church.
comer of Maine Street and Bath Road,
Brunswjck. Tickets are $12. For more
infonnation, call 725-3895.
ero.by, S'lIIa .nd N . .h (acoustia'
rock) July 21, 7:30 pm, Seashore Perfonning Arts Center at Old Orchard
Beach. Tickets are $16.501$17.50,
available at Ticketron, Civic Cenler Box
Office and SeaPAC box office. For
more infonnation, call 934-1731.
The Old Port FkIcIon' Cont_t
Preliminary event to !he Maine Fiddling
Championships will be held July 21.26 pm in Tommy'S Park, Exchange and
Middle streets, Portland. Open to fiddlers of aA ages. The winners receive
cash prizes as well as an invitation to
compele in the Maine Fiddling Championship to be held at the Maine Festival. Registration for fiddlers is at 1 pm
on the day oftheconlest All registrants
reoeive a one-day pass to !he Maine
Festival. Formoreintonnation, call n2-

WEDNESDAY 7.18
Swnmor Noon Organ Reclt.l.
(classical) Daniel Junkens performs
music by Bach, Reger, Gu~mant, KargElert and Anaeissen from 12:15-1 pm
at !he Cathednil of !he Immaculate
Conception, Franklin and CumbeMnd,
Portland. Free, but donations will be
accepted. For mom infonnation, call
773-7740.
"r. "oJo .. The Blaz. (blues) 121:30 pm, Tommy's Park, Portland. Pan
of Intown Portland Exchange's Noontime Perfonnance Series. Free and
open to the pubtic. For more intonnation, cal 772-6828.
Organ ~.tratlon Yarmouth organist Elizabeth Sollenberger conducts
a demonstration of the Kotzsc:hmar
Organ at 3 pm in Ponland City Hall
Auditorium. Free and open to the public. For more infonnation. call 767-3297
or 761-1915.
D ....... Bra.... (folk) 8 pm, Weslem
Prom Gazebo, Portland. Free and open
10 the pubic. 87<4-8793.
"uale Mak.... 7/18 (concert band
music) 7 pm. MiN Creek Park, South
Portland. Free and open 10 the public.
For more information, call 799-7996.
The Psaltery (acoustic folk duo) Traditional French-Canadian songs and
original selections perIonned as part of
the Bates College Summer Concert
Series 8 pm, Olin Arts Center Concert
Hal, Bates College, Lewiston. TICkets
are $BI$5. For more information, call
786-6135.

7539.
Portland .trlng Quart.t (classical)
July 21, 7 pm in the Shaker Meeting
House, Shaker Village, Roule 26, New
Gloucester. Tickets are $10. Reservationa are required. For more information, call 926-4597.

STAGE

Bobbl••••Inbach Comedienne and
singer performs through July 28, WedSat at 8 pm at the Thomas Playhouse,
Route 302, S. Casco. Tickets are $101
$12. For more inlonnation, call 6553281.
Celebr.tlon Barn Th • •t.r,
Stocklann Road, South Paris. Leland
Faulkn~s Ught Theater performs July
13; Jackie Reiller, John Saccone and
Junior Rocha perform July 14; Bam
Show. featuring the best student performances from Leland Faulkner's
Mime Primer Workshop, July 20; and
storyteller Jackson Gillman performs
July 21. All perfonnances are at 8 pm.
Tickets are $5 for adults, $2.50 for
children 12 and under. Reservations
can be made by calling 743-8452.
The Humbl. Farmer Maine humorist
Robert Skoglund performs July 14, 8
pm in the Chale~ Saint Joseph's College, Standish. Free and open to the
public. For more infonnation, call 8926766 ext 456.
A "ldsummer Night'. D ....m
Shakespeare's comedy about confused lovers through July 14 at !he
Thealer Project, 14 School St, Brunswick. Performances are Thu at 7 pm,
Fn at 8 pm and Sat at4 and 8 pm. For
ticket information, caN 729-8584.
IIontanaro-Hurll: Thoatero'''lme
and Dan_ Greenwoods Gardens
Theater presents a performance of
mime and ciance July 14, 9 pm on
Peaks Island. Cost of show and boat
(feny departs Casco bay Unes Feny
Terminal at8:15 pm) is $15.50. Dinner
package indudes a lobster dinner and
costs $35 per person (ferry departs at
7:15 pm). To make reservations, call
799-8307.
... And "y Girt Maine State Music
Theater present Bowdoin College's
Pickard Thealer in Brunswick through
July 29. Wed, Fri and Sun matinees
start at 2 pm; evening shows Tues-Sat
at 8 pm. TICkets are $1 ().$2O. For more
infonnstion, call 725-8769.
Mamage Propoaal by Chekhov performed at Theater in the Park by the
Vintage Repertory Company July 16,
7::!i) pm at the Bandstand in Deering
Oaks Park, Portland. Free and open to
the public. For more intonnation, call
874-8793.
Ca8co Bay Cloggers perfonn July
17,12-1 :30 pm, Congress Square, Ponland. PM of Intown Portland Exchange's Noontime Perfonnance Saries. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call n2-6B28.
Awner The Eccen.rlc Clown and
perIonnance artist perfonns July 1821 at8pm, July 21-22at2 pm at Ponland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $12 for
adults, $7 for kids , available at Amadeus
Music and Ganery Music in Portland.
For more infonnation, call n4.{)465.
The Spoil. of War Micheal Weller's
play about the attempts of the teenage
son of a divorced couple to bring them
back together opens July 19 at the
Thealer Project, 14 School SI., Brunswick. Performances are Thu at 7 pm.
Fri at 8 pm and Sat at 4 and 8 pm. For
ticket information, caN 729-8584.
The Art of Fall ... Perlormanceworkshop being offered by Avner 'The
Eccentric' Eisenberg July 19, 2 pm et
the Portland Perfonning Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave., Portland. Three-hour
workshop is open to all perfonners and
would-be performers, Registration is
limited to 10 participants. To register,
call Portland Performing Arts at 7610591.
Ught Up The Sky Moss HM's comedy about opening nightofa Broadway
musical July 19 and 21, 8 pm at the
Thealer at Monmouth, MonmOUth.
ickets are $15 regular, $Iafor seniors
and $10 for for students. For more inIonnation, call 939-9999.
rIM Th...
U. One-act comedies
by Anton Chekhov and Michael Frayn
perIonned by the Vintage Repertory
July 20-21, 27-29 at the Saoo Grange
Summer Theater in Bar Mills. Performances are Fri-Sat at 7:30 pm, Sun at
6;15pm. For moreinfonnation, call Pat
Packard at 929-0472.

0'

F_llwal
Creallve Youth Mime
performances, magic shows, TV productions, dramatic and dance presentations will be offered to the public July
21,8:30 am-1 pm at Southem Maine
Technical College, Fort Road, South
Portland. The Festival of Creative Youth
is a program of The University School
for the GifIed, Creative and Talented.
For more infonnation, call 799-1950.
You .1111 Can" Go. Th_ From
H _ Mad Horse Theatre Company
presents a revival of the 1989 musical
comedy rewe about life in Maine
through Aug 26. Performances are ThuSat at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm at Mad Horse
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $13/$15. For more information, call 797-3338.
Turnabout Hank Beebe's musical
about roIe-reversal in marriage at the
Schoolhouse Arts Center in Sebago
Lake. Perfonnances continue through
July 29, Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at2 pm.
Tickets are $101$6. Reservations can
be made by calling 642-3743 or 773-

The Shoes of
If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be wearing
them now.

=weI II ,d.(01 L

1648.
Th.
".rchan. of Venice
Shakespeare's play will be set in prefascist Italy, 1928. The perfonnance is
July 12 and 18 at 8 pm at the Theater
at Monmouth, Monmouth. Tickets are
$15 regular, $13 for seniors and $10 for
for students. For more infonnation, call

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine' 207-773-6601

Huge inventory. expert fitting. maibrdsr nationwide. complete repair service.

'Simply fhe besf place fo buy Blrkensfock footwear'

939-9999.
Th. Cherry Orchard Anton
Chekhov's comic story about Russian
aristocrats soon to lose everything to
those damn Bolsheviks. July 13, 20
and 22 at 8 pm at the Theater at Monmouth, Monmouth. Performances run
in repenory through Aug 31. For more
information or reservations, call 9339999.
A Toa.t
Broadway The Bayside
Players present a dinner !heater pr0duction of a musical revue of songs
from 10 Broadway musicals through
Aug 25 atThe Portland Club, 156 State
St, Portland. Performances are Fridays (happy hour at6:3O, diner at 7:30,
curtain at 8:30 ) and Sunday (brunch at
12 noon, cunain at 2 pm). TIckets are
$29.501$24.50. For more inlonnation,

'0
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To Pen" or Not to Pen,,?
VIDEO IMAGE HAIRSTYLING
• We'll show you new styles, new
textures, new shapes and new
exciting colors!
• View yourself in up to a dozen
styles in one hour,
VIDEO

calI7~218.

IMAGING

S35

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365 Call for a free brochure
1 2 Westbrook Convnon
Westbrook, ME 04092

ART
OPENING

Vicki & Dean Murphy

C ...nhut Gall.rI. ., 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Recent oils and gouache by
Jane Dachmeu and pottery from
Danniscotta Pottery July 12-Aug 4.
Opening reception July 12, 5-7 pm.
Hours: Men-Sat 10:30 am-5:3O pm.
772-2693.
Thos...oser Cablnetrnak_, 415
Cumberland Ave., Portland. Woodcuts
by Pennsylvania printmaker Daniel D.
Miller July 12-Aug 17. Opening reception July 12, 7-9 pm. Hours: Mon-Sat
8:30 am-5 pm. n4-379t.
Round Top Center
The Art8,
Business Route 1, Danniscotta. 'Round
Top Show,' featuring works Anne
Gresinger of Waldoboro, Brita
Holmquist of CumbeMnd, Nina Jerome of Bangor, Marguerite Robichaux
of Stratton, Alice Spencer of Portland,
Susan Webster of Deer Isle and Katarina Weslien of Portland. Opening reception July 13,5-8 pm. Exhib~ continues through Aug 12.563-1507.
Danforth .....t Call.ry, 34 Danforth St., Portland. 'New Fonns: Contemporary Ceramic Sculpture- July 1428. Opening reception July 13,5-9 pm.
Hours: Wed-Sat 11 am-5 pm, Sun 1-5
pm. 775-6245.
"alno eoaa. Artl••• , Russel Ave,
Rockpon. Invitational exhibition on
display through July 22. The exhibition
features works by Robert Broner, Paul
Heroux, Susan Leites, Ca~ Palazzollo
and Katherine Porter. The artists present a panel discussion on their work on
July 17 at 7:30 pm. Sun-Sat 10 am5pm. 23&-2875
The Chocola•• Church Art GalIery, 804 Washington St, Bath. Invitational Photography Show July 13-Aug
4. Opening reception July 20, 5-7 pm.
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am4 pm, Sat 12-4
pm. 442-8455.
Hobo Sound Gall..... North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. Works on paper
by Bernard Langlais July 18-Aug 25.
Opening reception July 18, 5-7 pm.
Hours:Tue-Sat10am-5pm.7254191.
The Open S'able, 273 Presumpscot
St., Portland. 'A Midsummer's Night
Dream-, an exhib~ of Maine photographers and sculptors opens July 20, 69 pm. Uve entertainment from 9 pm on
with ETA, Michael Danahy and Tidal
Waves. 773-3961 or 871-8285.

Gifts certifICates
available!

WHERE

TO
EAT?
coHABIAT

'or
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The answer Is here:

Our development
focus is design
integrated shared
ownership housing
with a total
commitment to the
ideals of a cohesively
balanced organic
living environment.
Our cost-efficient
homes offer the
autonomy and privacy
of single family living
set in a communal
compound.
A commonly shared
area forms the core of
the CoHabiat home
which houses exceptional custom amenities
that enhance the
experience of total living.

IOurHERN MAlNI

DINING
GUIDE
Available at 50
locations
throughout
Greater Portland.

For more information,
please call 767-6199
or write CoHabiat
P.O. Box 4209
Portland, ME 04101

For
peace

of mind.
Crisis intervention
information and referral

to

all

social services, telephone
counseling.

"Dial Info"

774-fftlP24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
INGRAHAM VOLUNTEERS, INC.
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BLACK TIE.
will Cater
your business or
social function

Exquisitelyl

AREA a.lI.ry, Campus Center,
The a.xter Gall.ry, Portland School
Bedford Street, USM Portland, 'Off
of A~ 619 Congress St., Portland.
Shore,' photographs by Maggie Foskett
'Alumni Exhibition' through Aug 17.
through Aug 10, Hours: Mon-Sat 12-5
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm. 775-3052.
pm, Sun 12-5 pm, 780-4090,
Albert... Caf., 21 Pleasant St, Port- Barvtew a.lI.ry, 75 MarketSt., Portland. Florais in watercolor by Nancy
land, 'Abstract Drawings' by James
Glassman and Susan Van Campen
Merrow through Aug "
through July 28. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
The a.ker'. Dozen Group Show at
am~ pm. 773-3007.
the Seamen's Club and the Baker's
Table Restaurant in the Old Port, Port- Cong ..... Squa... Gal..ry, 42 Exchange St., Portland. Still life and landland, Artists included in the show are:
scape painting by George Van Hook
Ruth Bowman, painter; David Busch
through July 20. Hours: Tue-Sat 10
Portland
Art Sewn C0nphotographer; Joyce Dolley, painter;
am-5 pm. 774-3369.
gress Square, Portland. Hours: TueFrank Gijpatrick, photographer; Jill
Sa~ 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
Goldman, photographer; Suzanne Dean V......9II. a.ll.ry, 60 Hampshire St., POI'Ifand. Paintings, sculpeWOlngl, 5-9. 'French Impressionism
Knecht, painter; Peter Munro, photogture and prints by Charles H_itt
and Beyond: The Soott M. Bleck Colrapher; Bonny Nason, painterand printth~gh July 15. Hours: Thu 12-8 pm,
lection' (through July 29); 'UrbM Vimaker; Paul Plan~ painter; Wesley
Fn-Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 12-4 pm and by
sions: Images by Ashcan School PaintFreeze Jr" painter and draftsperson;
appom1rnent. 772-2042.
ers' (through Aug 26); 'Frank Stella:
Lauren Zus~ painter; Louise Friedl,
The Circuits Prints,' mixe<knedia prints
painter and draftsperson; Susan Berry, OI_ra, 26 Exchange St, Portland.
Mixe<knedia collages by Andres Ver(through Aug 5); 'Winslow Homer
pnn1rnaker and draftsperson, EXhibit
zosa through July 31. Hours: MonWatercolors,' an exhibit of 13 watercontinues through July 15. For more inWed 10 am~ pm, Thu-Sat 10 am-8
colors painted between 1873 and 1897
formation, call 775-1514 orwrite A.A. V.,
pm, Sun 10 am-5 pm. 775-7049.
(through Sap 23); 'VieWS From Rome
10 Pine St, Portland, 04102.
from the Thomas Ashby Collection in a.l'l'ldoffCall...... , 26 FreeSt, Port- Good Egg Caf., 705 Congress St.,
POI'Ifand. 'No EVictions: works by Elithe Valican Ubrary,' an exhibit of 81
land. Paintings by Joe Nicoletti and
sabeth Jabar through July 15.
drawings and watercolors from the
Stuart Ross through Aug 4. Also a
Pott.... ".ril.t, 376 Fore
Renaissance through the age of r0selection of 19th and early 20th cenSt., Portland. Sensuous pastel landmanticism (July 17-Sap 30); 'Perspectury American paintings. Hours: Monscape pottery by J. L. Kass July 21-July
tiws: Marjorie Moore,' an exhibit of
Fri 10 am-5 pm. 772-5011.
30. Hours: daily 9 am-9 pm. 774-1633.
paintings, draWings and a video instalP·Y,"n G.llery of Art, Westbrook
lation (July 19-5ap 23). 775~148.
College, 716 Stewns Ave., Portland.
The Permanent Collection and Selected Loans through Sap 9. 'Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9), SatSun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
T... Photo Call.ry, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress St, POrtland. Recent Photographs: Color Prints by
Donna Lee ROllin s and Photographic
Constructions by Kris Bezanson
through July 13. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am5 pm. 775-3052.
Portl.nd Public Library, FiVe Monument $quare, POrtland. 'Public Ubraries - A Maine Portrait,' Cibachrome
photographs of MaiM public libraries
by John K JoMS of Portland. Maine
libraries date back to 1751, 61 are on
the National Ragister of Historic Places
or are in historic disbicts, 22 are 'Carnegie Ubraries,' and 25 are situated on
islands. The exhibit is accompanied by
historical and architectural notes and
continues through Aug 17. Hours: Mon,
M.ggle Foskett's NPoII"kes Dupllcatul"
Wed and Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tue and Thu
12-9 pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700.
Portland WI... and C ... _ , 8 Forest Ave., Portland. Works by local
In the exhibit "OffShore," at the USM Area Gallery, Camden phopainlerThomas Connolly through Aug.
772-4647.
tographer Maggie Foskett pushes literal subject matter toward bold
Right a.ncr- eel., 225 Federal St.,
new meaning. Her photographs evoke a feeling of fear and disgust
Portland. Prints by Elisabeth Jabar
at some moments and are overwhelmingly sensual and sexual at
through Aug 1.774-3074.
others.
St.l" G.II.ry Cont.mporary
Her work i~ a .collection of approximately 30 Cibachrome prints
GI. . ., 20 Milk St, POI'Ifand. Glass
from 1989, depIcting undersea plant and animal life. Using a 100 mm
works by Barry Entner through July 15;
ma~ro lens, Fos~tt is able to capture and enlarge details in her
Fabricated sculptures based on archisubjeCt matter or Isolate the subject out of context to view it in a new
lectural forms by Jon Wolfe July 16way.
Aug 31. Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5:30
pm, Sun 1-4 pm. 772-9072.
. ~etro~ical vegetatio~ Foskettobserved during her Brazilian upW.III" Cardlner FI ... Art. 4 112
bnngmg stimulated her mterest in the ambiguity of form in nature.
Milk St, Portland. Fine 17th, ujlll and
She seeks to foster "interaction between what is real or literal and
19th century decorative prints with an
that which is subconscious," wrote Foskett.
'
,
emphasis on architectural, botanical.
. Foskett's imagery does just that. Literal subjects take on a new life
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: Tuem her photographs. Photographed at dose range with the macro
Fri 10 am-5:30 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm.
lens, fish appear like satellite photos of a landscape, lobsters are
774-1944.
sharply contrasted against unique backgrounds, and sensually
W••t SIde R . .ta ...nt, 58 Pine St.,
Portland. Recent paintings by Terry
photographed oysters and muscles become phallic symbols. Her
McKelwy through July 29. 773-8223.
colors are brilliant - a real adage to the work -because of the
Cibachrome print technique.
In "Parrot Fish #1 - Hlllichoues radilltus" Foskett hones in on the
:;cales of seve~ fish she has laid side by side. The blue-green color
IS mt~nse, cl'e<l;!mg an undulating terrain. "Sand Dollar _ Echinllrll_
ICON COnt.... _ r y Art, 19 Mason
chnuls pllrtnll, the close-up of a small section of a sand dollar and
St, Brunswick. New works by Robert
sea gu.ll feath~, is ~ke a. desert landscape, white and dry, with the
Hamilton through July. Hours Mononly SIgnS of life bemg dIscarded feathers from a bird that has long
Fri,1-5 pm. 725-$157.
since left the scene.
".Ine eo••t Artl.t., Russel Ave,
Fo:'k~ ~casionally photographs her subject matter "in-situ,"
Rockport. Invitational exhibition on
meanmg m ItS natwal state, but usually sets her subject against a
display through July 22. The exhibition
stark background so, she said, it "may be seen afresh or perhaps
features works by Robert Broner, Paul
Unsettle."
Heroux, Susan Leite" Carl Paiazzo"o
and Katherine Porter. The artists Wi"
Foskett forces attention upon the subject by using unusual, unjoin a panel discussion on their work
comm~n backgrounds. In "Homarus americanus" she juxtaposes the
on July 17 at 7:30 pm. Sun-Sat 10 amundersldeof a lobster.with a red-tint~ light table, Although lobsters
Spm.236-2875.
do not,appear red until cooked,the!Jght table emphasizes this color.
aat. . College, Olin Arts Center La'J!te dISplay broug~t back me~ories of dissectio!' in ninth grade
wiston. 'Dahlov lpear: The Seven~s &
bIOlogy class. The VIewer's eye IS thrust on the subjeCt; inspection is
Eighties,' 'Recent Donations' works
unavOJdable.1 racked my brain to remember whether it was the male
by Matisse, Braque, Gaugin, Cezanne
or femal~ lobster that had stiff, stronger hind legs, located at the base
and Picasso, and 'Chila'en's Book il_
lustrations,' featuring the work of sevof the ',SiI. It must be the female, as the viewers eye cannot avoid the
era/ of Maine's best artists and writers.
wet, slimy spot of roe that lies in a lump at the end of the tail.
Both exhibits continue through Aug 26.
Moving on to "Luna Moth - Actias luna," this intimate experience
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5
became more intense. H there's one insect I hate, it's the moth. Foskett
pm. 786~158.
has artfully placed the pale green and red speckled creature ina fine
aowdoln Col ........._
of Art
china bowl with complimentary colors and pattern and the viewer
Brunswick. 'Islamic Miniatures from th~
can't help to notice the lovely creature.
Permanent Collection,' Arab and PerWorks like "Mollusca #1" and Mollusca #2" have obvious sexual
sian miniatures and paintings from
,:"ntent and meaning. blatantly suggesting female and male genitaMughal India (through Aug 19); 'Selected Prints from the Vtnalhawn Press
lia. Foskett' s ph~tographs of the fleshy insideofan oyster appear like
Collection,· 77 prints produced at the
a w?me~'~ v~nal, area, wet and inviting. "Shark _ Negaprion
press since its Iounding in 1984 (July
~evrrostris del;'1C1s t~e underside of a baby shark laid out vertically
2O-Sep 23). Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-5
~ a bed ~f seqwn netting. The smooth, wet skin ofthe creature, with
pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
Its OCcaSIOnal bump or nose hole, easily suggests a man's penis,
.roadw.y Dell, 1:}4 Maine St, BrunFoskett draws her viewers to her work. I found myself being siswick. Oil paintings by Richard Bamen
multaneously turned on and off by the photographs. Foskett calls
and photos by Comelia Edgerton
herself a "rag picker ofsmaIl cosmologies in nature that catch ... (the)
through July 16. Hours: daily 7 am-2
pm.
eye.because they ~ ordinary." However, she has given ordinary
c,. t ... Loon Art Gal..ry, At
subjects new m~rung throu~h her photographs, It is an exhibit full
302, South Casco. 'Crillers,' works by
of sensoryexpenence. I am still overwhelmed at the sensations both
MaiM artists of MaiM Wildlife through
good and bad, which came back to me after viewing this sho:V.
July
20. Artists include Chris Nielson
The photographs will be on view at the Portland campus gallery
Marjorie Moore, Serri Beckman and
in the Campus Center through Aug 10.
Dahlov lpear. Hours: 9:30 am-9 pm.
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JUST
HANGIN' OUT?
SCHOOL'S OUT-GET FIT!

Portland

Regency

HEAlTH ClUB
20 MILK ST,
,
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OLD PORT 871-7054
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Swimming In murky waters

OUT Of TOWN

That's newspaper talk for 2 column by 2 incb ad.
Too small to be effective? You're reading this one!

~~<i:0J3& •

775-6601

0'

655-5060.

Twy J2, J 900
_ring Femlly R . .ta. . . nt, Maine aeglnnlng a ••k.tm.k1ng York
Mall, South POI'Ifand. 'Altematiw Maine
Institute Museum offers a craft workArt,' recent ~orks in a variety of media
shop July 17, 9 am-12 pm at the muby P.A. Trisha through Aug. Hours:
seum,371 Main St, Saco. Fee is $20
Mon-Sat 8 am-l0 pm.
for members, $25 for non-members.
Register by July 12. For more informal ' - n " Call.ry,56 Maine St , Brunswick. New work by six gallery artists:
tion, cal Jade or Tina at 282-3031 or
painted and quilted wall art by Natasha
283-3861.
Kempers-Cullen; handmade sculptures Art"t.' StudIo Tour In Brunswick
in jewelry environments by Georgeann
Maine Coast Artists hosts a one-day
and Condon Kuhl; raku clay sculpture
tour of artists' studios in Brunswick,
and pottery by Chris Newcomb; figurawhich includes the studios of Kathy
tiw sculpture by Monty Smith; and
Bradford, Marjorie Moore, Alice Steinoriginal folk art by Robert Stebleton.
hardt. Robert Van Vranken and Wethli.
ExhibitcontinuesthroughAug 2. Hours:
Tour is led by MeA curator Bruce
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm. For more inforBrown. Reservations are required. Cost
mation, call 729-1108.
is $25. For more information, call 236Hobe Sound a.II ...... North. 58
2785.
Maine SI., Brunswick. New works from h.tel Workahop Portland Recreagallery artists through July 14. Hours:
tion is offering a four-day pastel workTue-Satl0 am-5 pm. 725-4191.
shop for edults. Previous art experiOld Orchili'd B ••ch Art Cent.r, 5
ence is not necessary. Workshop meets
Portland Ave., Old Orchard Baach.
July 19-20, July 26-27, 9 am-12 pm at
Paintings by Uane Thurlow through
the Cummings Cornmunity Center, 134
July. 839~19.
Congress st, Portland. Fee is .$15,
".Ine Audubon Soc"ty, Gilsland
supplies not included. For more InforFann, 118 Route 1, Falmouth. Handcolmation, call 874-8793.
ored photographs of the Maine land- And...w Wy.th: AmerIcan Friend
scape by Jane Page-Conway though
.nd P.lnterVisiting artist Hans Augel
July. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun
of Kiel, West Germany speaks July 19,
12-5 pm. 781-2330.
7:30 pm at the Round Top Center for
".Ine Photographic Workahopa,
The Arts, Business Route 1, DarmisRockport Works by George Holz,
cotta. Free and open to the public. For
Sharon Fox, George nce and Chartas
more information, call 563-1507.
Purvis through July 13; Polly Brown, St.ncllllng for W.II • •nd F.brlc
John Goodman, John Goengard and
York Institute Museum offers a craft
Bemie Mayers July 14-20; Joyce Tenworkshop July 31, 9 am-12 pm a! the
neson, Alex Webb, Constantine Mamuseum, 371 Main St, Saco. Fee is
nos, Christopher James and Jane
$15 for members, $20 for non-memTuckennan July 21-27. 236-8581.
bers. Register by July 20. For more inNapl•• lor T ... Art. Group show of
fonnation, call Jade or TlIla at 282Maine artists representing a wide vari3031 or 283-3861.
ety of media including watercolor, oil, VIdeo Artl.t. The Danforth Street Gallery, a non-profit gallery, will be having
pen and ink, pastels, collage, gouache,
piaster and crushed stone. One-day
a video art show Aug 11-31. The show
Will represent a potpourri of visions of
show is July 15. 10 am-5 pm on the
art through video. Top three particiCauseway in Naples. Entertainment
pants wi" receive a unique opportunity
will be provided by harpist Elizabeth
Roth and classical guitarist Allen Fenn.
for apprenticeship with local film proFor more infonnation, call 693-3856.
ducers. Deadline for submitting 10Union of M.lne VI. . .I Art .... Show
minute video is July 28. Send video,
Members' exhibition through July 28 at
$10 entry fee for non-members, $5 for
the Ogunquit Art Center, 9 Hoyts Lane
members, and SASE to Danforth Street
Gallery, 34 Danforth St., Portland,
Oust off Route 1), Ogunquit. Exhibit
04101. For more infonnation, call 775includes painting. sculpture, photogra6245.
phy and mixed-media. Hours: daily 10
am-5 pm. 646-5933.
Artist I" ReeldeftC.Program Deadline
for applications to new grants for
USM Art Gallery, Gorham. 'Modem
areas considered underserved by the
Images: Early 20th Century Prints from
Maine Arts Commission is Sap 28. To
the Rothchild and Farnsworth Collections' July 15-Aug 16. Exhibit of master
be eligible, artists' residencies must
take place between Jan 1 and June 30
works of prin1rnaking from both SideS of
and must occur in one of the following
the Mantic, includng prints by Picasso,
Matisse, Henry Moore, Joan Miro and
12 counties: Aroostook, Hancock,
Knox, Franklin. Oxford, Penobscot,
well-known American artists. Hours:
Sun-Thu 12-4 pm. 780-5009.
Pisataquis. Sagadahoc, Somerset,
W••t ......nd Cal ..ry, adjacent to the
Waldo, Washington and York. InforFarnsworth Museum, 374 Main St.,
mation, applications and guidelines are
Rockland. 'In The Woods,' sculpture,
available by calling the Maine Arts Comphotography and drawings by Eliot
mission, 289-2724. Applicants must
Porter, Adam Galuza, Michael Reece,
talk to Artist in Residence Program AsTom Chapin, Rudy Burckhardt and
sociales, Nancy Salmon or Sharon
William Zorach through July 18. 596Townshend, before applying.
6483.
.owdoln College " _ m of Art
Yoril I.,.tltut. "u_um, 371 Main
is offering tours of its collections through
SI., Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for
Aug 17. The docent-guidad tours are
Tue and Thu at 2 pm, Wed and Fri a!
the PermanentCollection'through mid12:30 pm. Reservations are notnecesSep; 'Pants for Paintings' through midOct Hours: Mon. Wed and Fn 1-4 pm,
sary. Meet in the rotunda of the Walker
Thu 1-8 pm (also Sat 1-4 during JulyArt Building. For more information, call
Aug ). 282-3031.
725-3275.

1'~BOOKS
146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

U8ed & Out-or-Print Book8
We huy hooks, too.
ruE to FRI12:3O-5, SAT 11 :30-4

SCHOONER FARE/FRI. JULY 1
AT

FORT WILLIAMS

PARK,

CAPE

Di~~;~:;~~fl~ PICNIC~~OPS
~r
Bones. Rain
Site: Portland
City Hall Aud.

Sponsors:
Georgia-Pacific
and AT&T.

PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

By order of my landlord I
must leave my South
Portland bookshop. The shop
will close in July or August.

AlIk About Clearance
Special8. Thank you.

TOSHIVUKI SHIMADA. MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR
CALL
773-8191

-1-*'-

~ftTfRlftL
O~JfCTS

484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

774-1241.SUMMERHOURS:
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30
An eclectic collection of wearabJes
from this cent
for men & women.

Sterling Silver
Whales tails
Bracelet

OTHER

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first-rate dinner
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?

$99

Frank St.II., The Circuit. PrInt.
Gallery talks on the exhibitwil be giwn
July 12, 19,26, Aug 2 at 5:15 pm and
July 18,25 and Aug 1 at 12:30 pm at
the Portland Museum of Art, Congress
Square, POI'Ifand. Gallery talks are tree
with museum admission. For more
information, caN 77~148.
Art
FIlM Artists are invited to
submit works which are designed to Hy
or otherwise be suspended by air to be
displayed during the Maine Festival,
Aug 3-5 at the Cumberland County Int.lII. .nc. Requl ...ment.lnt ...
Chllnglng World Lecture by Roy S.
Fairgrounds. Participants will display
Godson July 12, 12 noon in the Phoetheir work by 'flying' them during a
nix Room, Key Bank, 1 Canal Plaza.
specified period at an outdoor exhibiMr. Godson, a consultant to the Presition area at the Festival. Prizes will be
denrs Foreign Intelligence Advisory
awarded based on form, color, use of
Board and a past consultant to the
materials, general inventiveness and
National Security Council, win speak
aerodynamic perfonnance. The first
on inteHigence requirements in the post50 participants to sign up before July
cold war world. TICkets are tree to WAC
15 will receive free admission to the
members and $5 to ewryone else.
three-day festival. To register, send a
BYO lunch; cookies and coffee will be
sketch of the work you plan to exhibit
served gratis. For more infonnation
and a seK-addressed stamped enwcall 780-4551.
lope to: Maine Arts, Inc., 582 Congress
Robert
Chut. reads from his book
St., Portland, 04101. For more infor'Uncle George: Poems from a Maine
mation, call Bob Ray at the Old Port
Boyhood' July 12, 7:30 pm at Raffles
Kite Shoppe at 871-0035.
Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St .,
Skowheg.n School of hinting
Portfand. Free and opan to the public.
.nd Sculptw. Summer Lecture
For more infonnation, call 761-3930.
Series Guest artist Jane Dickson
speaks July 13, 8 pm in the Old Domin- Amn••ty Int.m.tlonal Monthly
Meeting July 12,6:45 pm in Room 118,
ion Fresco Bam at the Skowhegan
USM Law School, Deering SI., PortSchool. Barbara Kruger speaks July
land. Anyone interested in Amnesty
20. For more infonnation, call 474International's letter writing campaigns
9345.
and other activities is welcome to atW.t.... hecI Cant.r lor t... c...
tend. For more information, call Jeff
ramlc Art. is offering a series of slide
Spring at 871-7437.
lectures by guest artists in residence.
t ... Land Book pubUncia Christianson speaks July 15, 8:30 Firat Sight
lishing party for Gary Lawless' book of
pm at Watershed Center for the Cepoems July 13, 5:30, followed by a brief
ramic Arts, Cochron Road (one mile off
reeding at 7 pm at Guttof Maine Books,
Route 1), North Edgecomb. Free and
61 Maine SI., Brunswick. For more inopen to the public. For more informaformation, call 729-7083.
tion, call 882~75.
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SENSE
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None of them.

Come to our neighborhood.

TIll':

(~~WEQT

d. cole jewelers
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

10 Exchange St.
Portland 772-5119
Summer hours:
Mon-Sa! to-9,
Sun 11-5

eJIDE
m:Sr.~URANT

Also scrving Breakfast.
Lunch and Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street 773-8223

Community
Cable Networl<
week of 7/14/00
Maine Lives On Stage:
Play Readings and
Recollections From
Older Mainers (1 & 112 hr)

The Future and
How We Get There:
Partners in Leadership(1/2 hour)

Gourmet Cooking
Sealood Casserole (1 hour)

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 &7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

en..

SENSE

CHAR'S • CAMP ELLIS • SACO • 284·7163
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Come to Freeport, and Visit...

Desert of Maine

1 . ' - :"Maine's Famous Natural Pheno~enon
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Giant Sand lAmes· Narrated Coach Tours. Nature Trails. Sand Mist
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting· Gift Shop. Store
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 " Desert Rd. " Dept. V " Freeport 04032
Open May 10th - October 10th Tel. (207) 865-6962
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Union Station
Fitness Depot

Doing Our Part: Casco Bay During WW
II The Spring Point Museum presents a
period exhibit of the tools and memorabilia of the Second World War. See
plans for harbor and coastal delenses,
graphic displays of losses to U-boats
versus replacement ships builtand view
the re~toration in progress of the clipper ship "Snow Squall." Admission is
$2 for adults, free for kids. Wed-8un 14 pm, SMTC campus, Fort Roed, South
Portland. For more information call79~

6337.
Navigation By Stars Workshop to learn
celestial navigation by Gregory Walsh
and Cameron Bright of Ocean Naviga·
tor magazine July 12, 7 pm at the
Maine Maritime Museum, 243 Wash·
ington St., Bath. Cost is $10, $5 for
museum members. For more information, call 443-1316.
Saco'. HI.torlc N.lghbortlooda
Guided walking tours of Saco's historic
neighborhoods are being offered July
14 and 18, starting at2 pm at the York
InstitulB, 371 Main St., Seco. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 282-3031.
Co.co Bay CNen. Monthly Meeting
July 15, 7-9 pm with an orientation for
newcomers at 6:30 pm in the People's
Building. 155 Brackett St., Portland.
Agenda includes global action speaker,
erucational .outreach project, Casco
Bay Greens brochure, c:all for logo
design, Maine Greens Annual summer
gathering and reports on the turnpike
widening issue, town meetings and
Inter-Regional Conference. For more
information, call 774-4599.
TM Tranaportatlon R.volutlon In
18th Century Portland Joel East·
man, USM Professor of History, speaks
July 18, 7 pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Free and open to
the public:. For more information, c:all
780-4076.
FIction Witting Eight-week workshop
meets Sunday aftemoons, 2-4 pm at
Books, EIC., 38 Exchange St., Portland. Class begins July 22. The workshop is taught by Alfred DePew, winner of the 1989 Maine Arts Commission Individual Artist Fellowship in FICtion. Cost is $75 for members of the
Maine Wri1ers and Publishers AI~ance,
$90 for others. Preregistration is required. Send a $25 deposit to: MWPA,
19 Mason St, Brunswick, 040 11. For
more information, call 729-6333 .
M.gabooka Raftlo More then 100
books by Maine wrilBrS are being raffled
as lhe grand prize in this benefit for the
Mai ne WrilBrs and Publishers Alliance.
Raflletickets are available July through
Sep for $3 each or two for $5 and may
be purchased at bookstores throughout the staIB, through the MWPA
newslettar ar at the MWPA, 19 Mason
St., Brunswick. The grand prize includes Sarah Orne Jewetrs 'The
Country of PoinlBd Firs,' 'Maine' by
Eliot PorIer, Edgar Allen Beam's new
book 'MaineArt Now' and autographed
books by Carolyn Chuta, Stephen King
and Denis Lecioux. For more information, can 729-6333.
Southworth Pla_talt_ Astronomy Shows Fri-8un at 7 pm; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children (no children under 5). For more
information, call 780-4249.

The Total Health and Atness Center
First Adantic Building" 222 St. John St.

879~9114

I

HELP
~~We

buy anything worth buying"

Stereos • lVs • Musical Instruments
Antiques • Guns • VCRs

• • • WE PAY CASH • • •
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail",
But now all Gold and Diamonds are

Discounted Even More!

14K Gold $12 per gram
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 772-3932
330 IJsbon St., Lewfstonol55 Front st., Bath 0 177 ~er St., Augusta

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Alpha One. Cont_ for Ind.poncl-

ent LIYIng is holding a meeting for
people with disabilities July 16, 4-5:30
pm, in the Community Room, Landry
Village, Westbrook St, S. Portland.
Ongoing peer group will diSQJss plans
for future meetings. For more information, call Cress at 767-2189.
H.O.P.L Se~·help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal
the emotional pain associaled with
serious diseases. Meetings are at Unity
Church, 16 Columbia Rd., Portland,
Tuesdays 2-4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and
Thursdays 10 am-12 noon. There are
also support groups for the family and
friends of the ill which meet Thursdays,
7-9 pm. For more information, call 1·
800-33HfOPE.
Wingo Support Croupo Tuesdays,
7-9 pm at 139 Ocean SI. South Portland ,¥,d Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day
St., Westbrook. For mora information,
c:all Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.

Women Survlvora
meets
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
Portfand. Free. For more information,
call 773-8550.
Outrtght Portland alliance of gay, lesbian, bISexual and questioning youth
offers support and information for young
people ages 22 and under in a sale
environment Write: OUTRIGHT, P.O.
Box 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101
or call 774-HELP.
PaNnta A_nymo_ is a self-help
group tor parents who want to develop
better parenting skills and are seeking
support and advice from other parents.
WeekJy meetings are on Tuesdays at6
pm or Wednesdays at2 pm in Portland.
Child care is provided. Meetings are
free. For more information, call 8717411.

Co.co B.y Sportn.hlng CI.....
Non-profit sportfishing tournament
benefits the Mantic Sportfishing Association and Maine Marine conservation
efforts Aug 4-5 at Spring Point Marina
in South Portland. For more information or entry forms, contact Cal Robinson at Saco Bay T ackJe Company at
284-4453 or Paul Jensen at Port Harbor Marine at 767-3254.

OUT
SIDE
OFF THE=fE:=~~t~E
WRLL
Mal_ Audubon'. Loon Project

issues, carving demonstrations, loon
calling c:ontes~ films, slide show, environmental information, food and refreshments are plamed. Raffle prizes
to be aawn on the day of the festival
include a day on a lake observing loons
R.tlrecl S.nlor Vofunt_r Pr0with Maine Audubon researcher Jamgram Volunleer program for people
ian Jacobs. Festival is July 14, lOam.
60 and older includes opportunities
4 pm at Maranacook Community
such as helping tourists find their way
School, Readfield (12 miles northwest
about Greater Portland, helping with a
of Augusta on Route 17). TICkets are
local festival and Working in a nature
$5 for adults, $1 for children 13 and
gift shop. For more information, call
younger. Annual loon count takes place
Priscilla Greene at RSVP at 775-6503.
on lakes aN over the southern half of
Donat. Blood at the Portland Red
Maine July 21, 7-7:30 am. For more
Cross and help save a life. American
information, caN 781-2330.
Red Cross is IocaIBd at 542 Forest Appalachl.n Mountain Club UpAve., Portland. Hours are Tue-Thu 12coming trips and workshops at the
7 pm. For more information, c:all 775AMC's Pinkham Notch Camp in New
2367 or 1-800-482-0743.
Hampshire: Elderhostel at Pinkham for
Host a Rorug.. 25 to 30 refugees
people 60 and older July 15-20, week's
from Eastern Europe, Vietnam, Ethiocourses include 'Field Natural History'
pia and the Soviet Union arrive in Portand 'I'd Rather be Reading Jane
land every month. Hosts are needed to . Austen'; 'Women in the Wilderness:
provide up to two weeks IBmporary
Naturalist Adventure' July 15-20, fivehousing. If you can provide space for
day backpacking in remote backcoun·
one or more people, call the Refugee
try; 'Bushwhacking Map and Compass'
ResetUement Program at 871·7437.
July 21-22; 'Forest Ecology Field
Community Emplor-nt Projoct
Seminar" July 22·27; 'Dry River Back·
is looking for carpenter to assist in the
pack Trip - Naturalist Adventure' July
renovation of a 1OO·year-01d church to
23-26; 'Human Ecology of the Maine
be used as a day care center. VolunCoas~' island hopping canoe trip of
taer will train and supervise a group of
Penobscot Bay, July 26-29; 'Beginner
16-20 year aids in a Vocational TrainBackpacking and Camping' July 27ing Program. For more information,
29. For more information on trips and
c:allthe Center for Voluntary Action at
workshops, c:all 603-466-2727.
874-1015.
Coaco B.y Blcycl. Club Jackie
lIal_ Dopartm.nt of Human
Hiebert talks about bicycling on the
Sorvlc_ seeks a volunteer clerical
Pacific coast at the CBBC's monthly
aid to answer telephones, take mesmeeting July 17, 7 pm at the Public:
sages, and perlorm other office duties
Salety Building, Midde SI., Portland.
in their Child Protective Services DiviFree and open to the public. For more
sion. The volunteer must be able to
information, call 829-4402.
maintain confidentiality, be reliable, Sc.rborough lIarah NatuN c...relate well to people and be available at
t.r Summer programs: Canoe Tours
least once a week for three hours or
da~y 1-11:30 am, Tue and Thu 6-7:30
more. Training is ava~able. For more
pm ($61$5 for members, $71$6 for noninformation, call the Center for Volunmember); Sak Marsh Adventure, walk
tary Action at 874·1015.
explores unique ecology of the salt
marsh, Mon 9:30-11 am, Thu 2-3:30
pm ($2 for members, $3 tor nonmembers); Dawn Birding, look and lisIBnforegrits,glossy ibis, herons, ducks,
willets and swallows, Wed 7-8:30 am
($2 for members, $3 for non-members). Maine Audubon Society's Scarborough Marsh Nature Center is 10calBd on RouIB 9 in Scarborough. For
more information on any of the above
programs, call 883-5100.
Ca.co Bay Blcycl. Club Upcoming
rides:Sizzling Tuesdays in North WindRoad Rac. Long Baach Community
ham, 30 miles, Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Association 5-K Road Race July 21,9
meet at Sizzler SlBak House, North
am, beginning at Sebago Lake EIe·
Windham (Gary Davis, 892·8257);
mentary School, Rts. 11 and 114, East
Maine Bike Rally July 13-15 in DarmisSebago. Runners and walkers welcotta (774-1118); Biddeford Baac:hes,
come. Contact: Don Cross, LBCA 5·K
30 miles, July 28, 9 am, meet at UNE
Road Race, P.O. Box 1000, E. SeHealth Cenler, Biddeford (Brian Doyle,
bago, ME 04029 or call 787-3619.
934· 7353).
lI.ga B._b.n Cord Show Fonner
Red Sox Jim Rice and George Scott Mal_ Outdoor AcIv.nt_ Club
Upcoming trips and workshops: July
wil be signing autographs at the Base20-22, Wilderness CanoeiCamping
bailCardShowJuly21 , 10am-7pmat
Trip on Umbagog Lake (846-3036).
the Portland Expo, Park Ave., Portland. More than 150 dealer tables from a.t Y_ P.cldl. W.t Bring your
kayak for evening padcles Thursday
all over New England and Canada.
evenings at 6 pm through labor Day at
Both players will be giving autographs
East End Beach in Portland. For more
11 am·2 pm. (Rice's autograph wm
information, call Jeff Wescott at 772cost you $9.) Admission is $2.75.
5357.
C ....t Roy.n Rlv.r C . _ Rac.
Six-milefiatwalBr race held inconjunc- Pizza RIa 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
tion with the Yarmouth Clam Festival
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
July 21, 11 am, beginning at Yarmouth
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at
Town Landing on the Royall River.
Pars Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill
Nine racing classes for open canoes,
in Scarborough. For more information,
three for kayaks and four recreational
call 799·1 085.
classes. Registration will be held from
9:30·10:45 am. Registration is $9 per Outdoor Tltp Hotll_ Latest bicycling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
padcle in advance, $10 on the day of
other trips sponsored by the Casco
the race. For more information, call
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Out·
Saco River Outfitters at 773-0910.
cIoor Adventure Club. Call 774-1118.
Spring Point Sailing School 'Learn
to Sail Program' offered all summer at aulcMcI Salt_tor Canoe Tripe
Two-hour trips through Kennebunkport
Southern Maine Technical College,
harbor led by a registered Maine guide
South Portland. Instruction offers 21
and naturalist Scenic islands, wilcJife,
foot keel boats, individualized instruclobster boats and lighthouse. Beginner
tion, professional instructors and ftexthrough advanced. For more informaible hours. Weekday, weekend and retion, c:all Canoe Cape Porpoise at 282fresher courses. For more information,
9655.
c:all 799-7303 ext. 244.

SPORT

Sport quotes
of the week
... Pitchers are not always
themostobjoctiwsourcewhen
it comes to reviewing their performance. TakeWesGardner.
Please. The Red Sox, amazingly, are in first place but poor
Wes was bombed in a recent
outing and had the audacity to
second guess manager Joe
Morgan: '1 told him I wasn't
tired. He told me, 'No, but the
outfielders sure as hell are.'"

FOR

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.

KIDS

alonft Dwyer perfonns a show for kids
July 12, 12:30 pm at the Bandstand in
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and
open to the pub~c. For more informa·
tion, call 874-8793.
Sun
Workshop for kids ages
3-5 offered July 12, 17-19,24-26,10:30
... Mathematics works
am and 1 pm, at the Children's Rewonders to makea sports team
source CenlBr, Thompson's Point,
lookgood if you know the right
Builcing I A, Portland. Cost is $1 per
way to state the equation. Conchild. Reservations are necessary. For
more information, call 773-3045.
sider this irrefutable logic of
Maatun.klng Work.hop July 13, 1Ray Jenkins, Montana State
2 pm at the Riverton Branch Ubrary.
Football coach: "We'll defiFree event for children in grades 4.0.
nitely improve this year. Last
Sponsored in conjunction with the
year we lost 10 games. This
Workshop leader Elizabeth Conley will
year we only scheduled nine."
help children make masks of a main
story character from a variety of dec0... Think the bugs are bad
rative malBrials. Sign up at the Riverhere? After hand fighting
ton Branch Library, 1600 Forest Ave 9
am.opm Wed, 12-8 pm Thurs, 9 amTexas mosquitoes, Astros re5pm Fri or c:all 797-2915.
lief pitcher Dave Smith
SIbling cta. . for Big Brotl,.n
quipped: "Houston is the only
and SI.t....·T..B. Jul~ 15,3-5 pm
city in the country where
at the Women's Health Conlerence
women wear insect repellant
Room, Osteopathic: Hospital of Maine.
instead of perfume."
Two-hour activity session to help preMiUQui""
pare children for the arrival of a new
baby. Designed for 2 112 to 10 year
aids. Class fee is $10. For more information or to register, call 781-2694.
Wolto N_k Wooda Stat. Park
Summer Nature Program Nature pr0- King Arthur and Tho Magic of
M.ltln Performance features lile-size
grams are oftered daily through Aug 16
puppets July 16, 11 am and 2 pm at
and on weekends through Labor Day.
Pickard Theatre, Bowdoin College,
The programs include a walk, short
Brunswick. For more information, c:all
talks andother activities. Each Wednes·
the Maine StaIB Music Theatre at 725day a program for children (and adults)
8769.
'Fun In Nature' is being offered. Other
program are given on a rotating basis, nclopool. .t Two Ll9ht. Maine
Audubon Society field trip July 17, 9inclucing "Osprey Watch,' 'The Shore
11:30 am at Two Lights State Park,
Tour' and "Wildflower Walk.' All tours
Cape Elizabeth. Children ages 7 to 10
begin at 2 pm by the big sign in the
can learn about sea urchins, crabs and
second parking lot Wolfe Neck Woods
dog whelks. Cost is $8. For more inforState Park is located in Freeport. For
mation, c:all 781-2330.
more information on program schedBill T h _ Concert of music tor the
ule, c:all 865-4465.
family July 18, 1:30 pm at The CenlBr
Maino Audubon Society FI.ld
for The Arts, 804 Washington St, Bath.
Tltpe Whale watches at Jeffrey's
Free and open to the public. For more
Ledge are scheduled for July 21, Aug
information, call 442-8455.
25 and Sap 22, 9:30 am-4 pm; and
Puffin watching trips are scheduled for Lorax Puppet show that looks at recycling July 18, 10:30 am in the Chil·
July 14 from Boothbay Harbor. Reser·
dren's Room of the Portland Public
vations are required for these trips. For
Library, Five Monument Square, Portmore information, c:all the field trip ofland. Free and open to the public:. For
fice at 781-2330 or write Maine
more information, call 871-1707.
Audubon Society, 118 U.S. RIB 1,
M.rtl.1 Aria DMnonatratlon July
Falmouth, ME 041 OS.
18, 2-3 pm at the Riverton Branch
Library, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland.
Free event offered in conjunction with
the California Raisons Reacing Club.
Demonstration for kids from K.£thgrade
by representative from the Villari Stu·
dios. For more information c:all 797·
2915.
Ralph o....nwoocl periorms a magic
show for kids July 19, 12:30 pm at the
Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland. Free and open to the public:.
For more information, call 874-8793.
Rlv.rton Branch Ubraay cosponsors a bird feeder workshop with the
Maine Audubon Society on July 20, 23 pm. Free event for children K.oth
grade. Children will be taught to make
bird feeders from basic malBrials.
LimilBd registration . For more information call 797·2915
Old Shipe of tho High Saa. Flag
c:ontast for children up to 12 years old.
The contesrs 10 winners will be hon·
Making Your Own 011.. Vln~ra,
ored at a celebration at the Portland
T_• •nd . ..".. Workshop includes
Observatory where the winning entries
herb walk July 14, 10 am·4 pm at
will be displayed for one week. The
Crystal Spring Farm, Biddeford. Cost
Portland Observatory was built in 1807
is $50. For more information, call 499and used to spot incoming vessels.
.
7040.
Through a syslBm of llags, dock workAdult H_lth ScNenl,. Commu·
ers and families were notified of a ship's
nity Health Screenings is offering
arrival. Flags may be entered in the
screenings for diabetes, anemia, col·
conlBst until Aug 15. Entries may be
orectal cancer, high blood pressure
dropped oft at Summit Communicaand cholesterol level. DalBs, times and
places are as follows: July 13, 9-11 :30
tions, 710 Forest Ave., Portland. Flags
should be made of a sturdy material
am, First Parish Congregational
and have children's names, addresses
Church, 135 Main SI., Yarmouth; July
and phone numbers pinned to !he back.
25, 9 am-2:30 pm, Westbrook Warren
Flags must measure two by three feel.
Congregational Church, 810 Main SI.,
For more information, call Cindy Francis
Westbrook. For more information, call
at 772-5811 .
775·7231 ext 551.
TM Alch..,., of Happlnee. II Dlan.y Movloe for Kids Movies on
Mondays at 1:30 and 6 pm: 'Sammy,
Portland Sufi Order offers a public class
The Way Out Seal' July 16; "The UtUe
July 15,6:30-8 pm at 232 St John St,
Mermaid' July 23; 'Mary Poppins' July
Portland (use back door of buicing).
30. 50 cent donation. South Portland
Free and open to the public:.
Public: Library, 482 Broadway, South
How To St.rt Your OWn H.rb
Portland. For more information, call
Cardon Workshop on cultivation of
culinary and medicinal herbs July 17,
799·2204.
6-9 pm at Crystal Spring Farms, Hollis Munvnlchogs and lIarah lIuck
Explore the plants and animals of the
Rd., Biddeford. Cost is $15. For more
marsh with discovery~riented, funinformation, call 499-7040.
Rape CrI.l. Cent.r is hosing a twofilled activities Tue and Fri, 9:30·11
am. Cost is $2 tor Maine Audubon
partse~defenseworkshopJuly 17-19,
Society members, $3 for non·mem6-8:30 pm in Portland. Workshops will
bers. Maine Audubon Society's Scarcover se~ual assauk awareness, perborough Marsh Nature CenlBr is 10sonal safety and risk reduction. Self
defense and breakaway techniques will
calBd on RouIB 9 in Scarborough. For
more information, c:aJl883-5100.
be demonstralBd and practiced. Cost
is $25 in advance, $35 at the cIoor. For
more information, call 774-3613.

Dos..-
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1\6 Markel Streel
portland

774-5246
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and Bruce Campbell are Portland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

147 CumberlaJl4Ave
Portland

PATIO OUTBACK

.,
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LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

S\LUTES
II"

IE t i ••

AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY

c

WELL
NESS

~

at

Portland's
Hottest
Night Spot

/
I

J

Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash,
Check or Money Order) and the address label below to:
Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
T·Shirts are 100% Cotton XL, and

Dance to your favorite
contemporary and classic
Wednesday thru Saturday
DJ 'til 12:30 am

sport the CBW logo on th e front pocket.

-~---------------------

Na~:

______________________________________________

Mailing Add£ess:.____________________________________
City: ______________________.State & ZlP: _________________
Daytinle phone #: _____________________________________
VISA/MC , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ex.p. date _ _ __

IE 0 ••

APPROPRIATE DRESS
ONLY

•

Specify Color:

o Black
o Aqua

II"

NO COVER CHARGE

0
0

Pink
Royal Blue
Alternate color if first choice not available:

At the Comer of Milk
& Market Streets
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o.sro Bay V'kekly

July 12,1990

cOII/unitd from ""go 23

When you

another birthday
another anniversary
another laugh
another hug
another chance.

JULY 14-17

JULY 18-22
The American Red Cross
524 Forest Avenue, Portland

Tues., Wed., Thurs. 12-7 pm
775-1367 or 1-800-481-0743

Party with us this Thurs. Fri. & Sat
when

The Revue
ROCKS OLD ORCHARD BEACH
This Thursday is Gangster Nite
Bring your costume & Squirt Gun for Prizes!
See the Revue Every Wednesday Night at Raoul's
For bookings call 883-2802

in Casco Bay Weekly by placing your
card in our Busine88 Card Service
Direclory.
Gel alllhe benefils of big bucks
advertising at a low price - just $25 per
week!

Hi(h Visibility

W.lklng T_ ofthe Old Port Guide
Richard Bowman will describe the waterfront area's development and identily the buildings the prlKlate the Great
Fire of 1866 as well as the late-19th
century blocks of Victorian structures
July 12, 10 am . Meet at the Lobsterman Statue, Middle and Temple streets,
North Amertc.n Soccer c.np
Portland. The Greater Portland landSouth Portland Parks and Recreation
marks Tour is $2 for members, $3 for
is hosting a on_oak camp Aug 20non-members. For more information
24, 1-4 pm for kids ages 6 and older.
on Landmarks Summer Tour Program,
NASC is also offering a Munchkin
call 774-5561.
program for 4 and 5 year-olds. A GoaHe W.lklng Tour of Deertng St,..t
Program will be set up if at least 10
Arthur Garner leeds a tour through the
campers are inlefested. Cost is $87
historic Deering Street neighborhood,
per child with family discounts availwhich contains many elegant homes,
able. (Munchkin program is $35.) All
July 14, 9:30-11 am. Meetatlmmanuel
campers receive a t-shirt and a handBaptist Church, Deering and High
stitched ball. For more information, call
streets, Portland. The Greater Port799·7996.
land Landmarks Tour is $2 for memR.turn of the CI.nt. AII-new dinobers, $3 for non-members. For more
saur show feature ten moving Dinamain formation on Landmarks Summer
lion creations set in their natural habiTour Program, call 774-5561 .
tat through Sap 3. Presented by the Wornen'. D.nc. OJ playing tunes
Children's Museum of Maine, the exfrom the '60s, '70s and '80s, refreshhibit can be seen at the former Lee
ments and fun July 14, a pm-midnight
Dodge sales location, 191 Riverside
at the State Street Church, 159 State
St., just off Exit 8, Portland. Hours are
St. , Portland. Tickets are $5 in adSun-Thu 10 am-5 pm, Fri until 8 pm.
vance, $6 at the door. Tickets are
Admission is $3.50 per person; chilavailable by mail: Women's Music Codren under 2 are admitted free. Admisop, P.O. Box 17, West Buxton, Maine,
sion is $2.50 for members of The Chil04093 (include SAS.E.).
dren's Museum. For more information, Portland Rot.ry Craft. F. .tlv.1
call 797-KITE.
More than 160 craftspeople show their
The Children'. R. .ourc. Cent.,
stuff July 14, 10 am-5 pm in Monument
Summer Workshops for children ages
Square, Portland. Rain date is July 15.
6-12: Tie Dye: bring a plain white tFor more information, call 773-7157.
shirt July 18; "Wild & Crazy Shades" Cel.brat. Gom.m Day-long festival
July 24; "Tie Dye," bring a plain white tof entertainment, parade and more July
shirt July 25; "Create A CityScape" July
14, 10 am-4 pm at Robie Park, Gorham.
31 - Aug 1; "TKJDye: bring a plain white
Grand Parade from Narragansett
t-shirt Aug 8; "Wild & Crazy Shades"
School to the High School from 10 am.
Aug 14; "Tie Dye," bring a plain white tBluegrass music performed by the
shirt Aug 15. All workshops are 2-3:30
Sandy River Ramblers at 11 am, afterpm at The Children's Resource Cennoon Firefighter's Muster and a perter, Thompson's Point, Building lA,
formance by Downeast Cloggers at
Portland. Cost is $3. For reservations,
3:30 pm. Devonsquare closes the activities with a performance at 4 pm.
call 773-3045.
Ston.. for Klda Portland Public li- CI_n .nd Sobe, D.nc. July 14, 8
brary (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri,
pm-I am aITemple Beth-EI, 400 Deer10:30 am; RiY9rlon Branch Library
ing Ave., Portland. For more informa(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Prince
lion, call 775-2034.
Memorial Library, Cumbertand (829- Su~ya In the Port Afternoon festi2215): Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year oIds);
val on Lower Exchange Street July 15,
Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
12-5 pm. Doug Lawis & Deb Sawyer
Flleb for Kida Portland Public liplay original folk 12:30-2 pm; children's
brary (871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am; Riventertainment with Balloon Zoo 12:30erton Branch (797-2915): Thu, 1 pm.
4 pm ; WICked Good Band at 2:30 pm;
and Jack Honan, clarinet, 4-5 pm. For
more information, callintown Portland
Exchange at 772-6828.

KIDS

ERNIE PUUK ~L~~

And now lake advanlage of lbis
special offer. Buy 4 weeks in lhe
BU8ine88 Card Service Direclory and
gel the 5lh week ... FREE.

IT

WEIIl-D. LIKE
TI-IE WORLO OF WHAT t\A?PE NED WITH
VS LAST WINTER. NE"E~ E\JEN EXISnD .
I-IE WAS So NICE AND ,AlKEO To ME so
NORMALLI1 I \tAO 10 FO\l.C€ M~ BI<AIN
pTO KEEP R'tMEMBERIN6. ~
I

Loweost
5th Weel( Free

WluIt a deal!

ETC

FUR

give blood
you give

Send us your name, business card, a
check, Maslercard or VISA info, a day
time phone number and how long you
wanl your ad lo run to;
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
For more information,
call Melissa Johnson al 775-66OL

F,.. Ic.·er..m Benefit for the Portland West Neighborhood Center, 155
Brackett St., Portland. Ice cream d0nated by the Good Egg Cafe and the
Right Banque Cafe will be offered July
15,3:30-8:30 pm at the Good Egg, 705
Congress St., Portland. Donations
benefit the neighborhood center.
Celebrat. the NI_ra9_n R.volutlon PAUSICA's annual dance and
fundraiser is betng held July 19, 7pmat
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. Papa
Loves Mambo provides the musical
entertainment. A silent auction raises
funds for local activism and Nicaraguan day care. For more information,
call 773-7873.
W.lklng Tour of M~ Hili Arthur
Gerrier leads a tour through Portland's
Munjoy Hill neighborhood, which contains several hidden architectural gems,
July 20, 5:30-7 pm. Meet at the Portland Observatory, 138 Congress St.,
Portland. The Greater Portland landmarks Tour is $2 for members, $3 for
non-members. For more information
on Landmarks Summer Tour Program,
call 774-5561.
C,..t Mlcl-Summer CI.mHk. to
benefit the Hospioe of Maine Aug 3,
5:30-8:30 pm at Ram Island Farm,
Cape Elizabeth. Cost is $23 per person. Reservations must be made by
July27. For more information, call 7744417.
Blk. Tour ofthe Wolf. Neck Pe...
lnaul. Freeport historical society and
Wolfe Neck Woods State Park are offering a tour 01 the historic peninsula
July 21, beginning at 10 am at the
parking lot at Wolf Neck Woods State
Park, Freeport. Reservations are necessary. Cost is $2. For more information, call 865-3170.
Comput.... Prol••• lon.l. lor
Socl.1 R ••pon.lbility CPSR/
Maine is hosting their annual picnic
July 21 , 11 am. Perspective members
are welcome to attend. CPSR is a
national organization of computer professionals and other who share concerns about the socially responsible
use of computers. For more information, call Ricardo Cabezas at 761-2017
or Betty Van Wyck at 766-2959.
Enriched Golden Age Club invites
people over 60 to Wednesday luncheons and programs. The schedule of
programs is e5 follows : July 18, Casco
Bay Cloggers; July 25, guest meteorologist; Aug 15, Beau and Dave; Aug
22, "Price is Right" by Golden Age
Players ; Aug 29, Casco Bay facts by
Arthur Forestall. Cost is $1 .50. Luncheons are held at 297 CumberiandAve.,
Portland. For reservations, call 7746974.

.SAW DOUG .

>

IT wAS SO

~

~
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WAS AT TI1E AtW MARL':jS WAS IN

LINE AND I WAS WAnING BY HIE
PI(!'IIC. ,AIMS AND WilEN \-IE FIRST
CNNe VP) I HLT \.IKE I WENT INSIDE
M'1 OWN STOMAC,K AND STARnD SCi4:AMING. "\i\." \-\E SAIO. "\-11"1 SAIO BACK.
AN\) \\E WAS \AL~INb ANO ACTING LikE
\:IE NEVER ~Rol\t UP WITH ME AND ALL THE
SMN'tSS WAS ONt..1j MIj IMA6INAI 10N·

index
animals

antiques

'auctlOlls
aud~ions

biUboard
biz services
boats
body & 9OU1
business opportun~ies
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea marke1s
gigs

DWM 32 LIKES dancing, music,
picnics ouldoors, motorcycles,
children, health, honesty, romance,
seriousness, sponlaneousness.
looking for attractive, !unloving
Female 20-31, who's sincere,
earing, wanting a relationship With
a down to earth man with honest
leelings and respect for othsrs.
CBW Box 997 TPL 22224
PORTLAND MAN, 32, sasks
female conspirator for outdoor
adventures,
outrageous
experiences and journeys Into the
unknown: you'l bs adventuresome,
alhletic, animated and fun l The
bsst is yet t> come ... take a chance,
ok. CBW Box 996 TPL 22223
YOUNG MARRIED couple looking
for bi sexual, single female bslWeen
Ihe ages of 19 and 39, for
Iriendship and
ultimate
relationship. All races welcome.
Must bs slim, clean, drug and
alcohol fres. Please send phot) and
phone number. CBW Box 993 TPL
22220

AND nIt WtIRO'C5T 11\\N6 OF ALL WAS
rlOW I HlT So I-\MPY WH'CN \-IE TOLD
ME rlOW I·W ALWAYS WA,S ThIN KING OF
ME WrlEN 1-\1: WAS W\1\-\ GIN\)':l oR.
OIrlER ' GIRlS oR W\\OEVER . BECAI.ASE
I\E REA\"L\j SOVN\)ED Fo~ REAL AND
SINe-eRE. \-IE SAID HE WAS CiJIN6
Tl-IRou6H CHANGes AN\) THAT I-\-~ JUST
RtA\..\"LED ThAI \ WAS DE~? At--Il> hOW
I-\E TREATED ME SO Sl-IAl\..OW.

MWM, 47, 5'11·, 170 Ibs. Male
cold and unlllSponsive, sesking Shol
WF over 30 with girllriend for fun
and lriendship and fantasy. Must
be healthy and discrete. Will
answer all. Photo wOOd bs nics. PO
Box 1109. Westbrook. ME 04092
I ADMIT IT. I need hslpl Single
30's Mom-doing the impossible, for
100 lon~. Raising kids, working
hard, slnving to mainlain my wits.
fd welcome a bit of tender loving
care- and commitmenl I can1 otter
you a totally smooth ride; but ~ you
tum out to bs my Prince Charml~,
IIlC2lIlia 10 try 10 bs your magIC
Genie. C8W Box 989

SWM 34 ATTRACTIVE, easy
going, int> spclflS, movies, dancing,
sas musIC, interested in meeling
SWF 24-34 who is IooI<ing 10 meet
someone nice for possible
nliationship. PO Box 204, Hallowell,
ME 04347 TPL 22225
SWM, 30, FfT, lawyer but my
fnends tell me fm a nice guy; into
mounlain biking, skiing, the beach,
good beer. Recent Maine
transplanl Uke to meet lady with
similar interesls . Photo
appreciated. caw Box 994 TPL
22221

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema
BE 10 AGAIN· with the added resources
of being able to drive and having your
own money. SWF Artist 28 seeks M
26-31 to play and enjoy the world.
Some suggestions are: hiking, canoeing,
bicycling, movies, contemporary art. You
could be communicative, open-minded,
and interested in many things, Let's get
together and play, CBW Box 992

SPENDING ANOTHER boring
evening alone? Meet someone new
and interesting in the Casco Bay
Weekly Person to Person section.
Answer an ad, call a Talking
Personal, or write an ad of your
ownll Or you can check out
"Swamp Thing" with the talanted
Heather.

ADVENTUROUS
ITALIAN
Sf, FUN, FIT, PRETTY, and nICe, SWM. Ne'l8r thought fd bs doing
seeks SM, 25-35, hsalthy, hsppy, this but fm wary of IooI<ing in all the
but slightly bored, for places to go, wrong places. tm hoping just one
things to do in Greater Portland. exceptionally : attractive,
lsI's gol Wrile caw Box 995 TPL personable, intelligent woman who
never thought she'd bs doing this
22222
either will answer. fm attractIVe,
EBONY WOMAN, single parenl, dark, a feisty 38, worldly, a
would like 10 mast nice guy. genUeman, sensitive and romantic
Personality more importanl than yet always ready to party, equal~
YOlK race. Please send letter and comfortable in IOrmal wear at the
photo to PO Box 2371 So. finest restaurants or in a jean
jacket at a bssch bar. Low on the
Portland. ME 04106
beach near Pine Point and own a
DWF WITH AGE 511+ sexy body, successful business. I'm very
40's sophistiGBtion, 30's energy selective but eager to share my
and 20's 10'18 of fun. Are you man Camebt with an ex~ WOrtm.
enough for this dynamo woman? Photo please. CBW Box 988 TPL
CBW80x 986
22218

recreation
ride board
roonmates
sluff for sale
wanted

wheels

yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

SWF 31: 5'7·, 135 LBS. Blond
hair, blue eyes. Brighl, welleducated, professional. New 10
area. Enjoy dinner at the RItz,
romantic dancing, conversation.
Also biking, skiing, music,
gardening, animals. Would like 10
meet affectionate, sensitive,
communicative, 30-40 Ml WM
who's ready to consider Ionltterm
relationship. Phone/photo
appreciated. caw Box 987 TPL
:!2217
DWF, MOM: Petite, cule, shy,
homebody. Looking for nice guy In
30's-you're slable, honest with
somewhat old Fashioned values. Do
you like kids, movies, walking,
reading, tv.? Pholo and Phone?
caw Box 985

GWM WANTS TO meel GWM or
straight male for intimate
relalTonship, 20-45. rm 48. CBW
Box 962 TPL 22205

BASfCALlY
DECENT but
slightly warped OM, 3S, enjoys
humor, movies, rastauranls, reading
the doo
..
V ..
a3ar9n~ OUdl thers , m~l8ture
gon, . ns , a.n 0 r actiVitieS.
Seeking essentially sane woman for
friendship, and perhaps more.
caw 80x 990
,

BE 1D AGAIN- with the added
resources of bsing able 10 drive
and having your own money. SWF
Mist 28 seeks M 26-31 to play
and enjoy the world. Some
suggestions are: hiking, canoeing,
bicycling, movies, contemporary
art. You could bs communicative,
open-minded, and interested in
many things. Lsrs get together
and play. caw 80x 992

DWM ADVENTUROUS male see.I<s
lemale who's attractive. rm lonely
and looking for serious
relationships or just fun. I'm an
attractive, hardworking father and
healthy. I'm experienced but
youthlul. caw 967
NATURALLY! ATTRACTIVE
SWM artist seeking attractive
women Iriends (all colors) to visil
nudist camps, saunas wnh. Intimacy
is not expeclad. Prefer vegetarian
artists, dancers, models. Pholo
appreciated. caw Box 981
ATTN BiF'S, HELP my fantasy and
yours bscome reality. fm a SWM,
22, tall, dark, muscular and
attractive, who seeks 2 BiPs for
fun and friendship. The only
requirements are a healthy body
and an open mind.
sounds ike
something you11 enjoy, send your
name, age, phone numbsr, and
description of yourself to CBW
Box 980

"this

TWICE THE FUN. SW Couple
looking for males or females lor
Iriendship, fun and lulfillment.
Discreet !unloving and imaginative
people only. caw Bo. 984 TPL
22216

-

HAPPY COUPLE SEEKS another
couple to shsre intimate times. We
are clean, healthy, chem-free and
discrete Lers get togelher and
share the natural high of intimacy.
All letters answered, discrelion
assured. CBW Box 9n.

/

TALKING
PERS@NAL

....

With Casco Bay WeeklY'S Talking Personals
you can not o nl y read the personals,You can also
listen to them and leave a message of yo ur own!

Talking Personals are a qUick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
SF, 31, HOPELESSLY addicted
to share more about yourself, or just to see
to good literature, theatre,
who's out there.
interesting conversations, rock-nroll (music, not bars) and Dr. Who
reruns. More than slightly 011Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
centre, but a nice person and
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
assuredly not a flake. Seeking
Talking Personal number (TPL), free! You can
basically decent, reasonably
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
intelligent single guy who hopefully
and leave messages of their own for you!
shares a few of the same inleresls
(clones not necessary), has a sense
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
·DWM COUNTRY BOY S'I" 180 of humor and is neitoor overly keen
just follow lhese simple instructions:
Ibs, brown hair, brown eyes, nor overly cautious about
for friendship,
excellent health. 51 Vears old. Got commitments
I . Dial 1-900-896-2824 from ony touchtone phone.
portable saw mill, skldOOr, logging hopelully more. PO 80x 9715-980,
Each all! costs 95¢ per minute, billed to yo ur phone.
truck. tools gaIorel 30,000 leet of Portland. ME, 04104.
2. When the machine answers, dla1 access cooe 22.
logs. Looking for a 51 year old PLAY MEGABUCKS? Then taka
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
woman or younger, tall, slim, pretty a gamble here. Executive, 33, is
Enter the 'TPl" number listed at the end of
as a picture (country gi~) plane seeking to share the winnings.
the ad you wish to respond to.
Jane, natural type (long hair) . Looking for professional Female,
4. Listen to me recorded message-, and leave
Maybs we could get togethsr as 21 -33. AmbillOUS, hsalth-conscious
your response if you wish.
business partnen; and build a log who likes outdoor activrties as weil
cabilonaJieceoflands0mewher8.
as social entertaining. caw 80x
By the lime Ihe building's were 975
TPL 22212
AU call. are screened. Obscene messages will be deleud
done, we might hit ~ offl Could live
hsppily ever after. Who knows. SWF 29, TALL, allractlve,
professional who enjoys lite to the '......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
/
Worth a tryl No smokers, drinkers
or drugs need 8PPIv. Write PO Box fullesl I love to ski, GBmp, and
danos. rm IooI<in~ for a tall SWM
1213-A, Pownal: ME 04069
27-33 who hss Similar interest If
THE 90'S ARE HERE, and zovirax you're interest lers have some fun.
is my (SWM, 28) reoccurring CAW Box 991 TPL 22219
memory from the 80's. " you are a
WF 22-32, in shape, like to: dine,
dance, occasionally debauch and
have similar memories, then we
should bs i:1 con1acl Let's exchange
letters or calls for comparison of
life's interest and a stress free
date could bs ours. caw Box 968
For more information, call Mellssa}ohnson at 775-6601
TPl 22208

'Person-toe:.-::::=:m':J.:"'"e notto

Meet someone new and . .
interesting this summer in the
Person-to-Person ads.
Take advantage of our summer special

datin services

«- .J...

C;) /

I

~<.YM0?d-

Gay Matching!
.!!illJiilllllati llf 800-633·6969

JIluat pay in advance for your ad.

home services
leamlng
legal services
lost & found
musical Instruments
notices
peraon to penIOIl

deadline: noon Monday use the coupon or call Melissa Johnson at 775-6601
person 0 person

,(\,

To qualify (or ibia apecial, you
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Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Cares"

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have

introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
CalI for a free
consultation.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Auburn

Always imitated but never equaled.

BUY 2, GET 1FREE
Thai'. right, buy 2 weeki fn the
Person-to-Person ....:tion and lIet
lw«1< PREEtJust use the handy
coupon In thJs oectJon to write your
ad and send It, alona wfth payment, to.
Casco Bay Weekly

187 Clark Stftet
Portland, Maine 04102

HOT SUMMER FUN

D1.r~;e!-I¥:'s~~2~E
24 Hour Service
'9 1..900.. 226.. 2003
1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 .. 988 ..3139
'Q 1..900 ..226 ..2007
cJ 1..900 ..988 ..3136
Cf

~ 1..900.. 226 ..2004

b;> 1..900.. 226..2006
CJ 1..900 ..988 ..3137
Q 1..900.. 226..2005

d 1..900 ..988..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388..8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)

-
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bod & soul
METAPHYSICAL READINGS
from a spiritual perspectIVe offer
insight and practical application
regarding your current energy
field, Iffe lessons, personal symbols,
and challenges. Cal Regina at 7290241.
IN TRACKS OF THE Buddha.
Introduction to Buddhist thought
and meditation pract ice 5
Tuesdays. beginning July 17, 7pm
Yarmouth. Call Carroll Dunn at
856-0764 after 6. Cost $30
CREATIVE ENERGETICS!
Dynam ic new way to release
creative energy hidden within.
Develop self expression and
problem solving abilities. Reafize
your dreams .. Individual and group
sesSionS available. Wes Nickerson
828·0401 .
SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women : Exchange latigue and
thought addictions for energy and
self· esteem, through use of
relaxation, meditation. and psychic
direction I Weekly meetings. Cell
Carole Curran, Director 871 ·
0032.

r--

biz services
JOY DF RECOVERY Through the
Shamanie Experienca. a weekend
experientiaf workshop integrating
modem recovery work with ancient
shamanic melhods. August3-5th at
Rockcraft Lodge on beautiful
Sebago Lake . For more
information, call Acupuncture
Health Care at 775·5020 Dr
Panther Star Nation at 883·
UTNE READER , EAST West
Journal, Vegetarian Times, t.4other
Jones, Ouest t.4agazi1e, The Quayle
Quarterly, Maine Times, Consumer
Reports, ca, Employment Review,
Maine Organic Farmer, Sesame
Street, Scientific American .
American Artist, Village Voice,
Bostoo Phoenix and more... Now
available at t.4aybe Someday, 195
Congress St. 773·3275.
DO YOU HAVE MS? Have an
interest in whohstic heafth? "Maybe
Someday· has openings in their
innovative program for persons
with MS. (Including 1 accesSible apt
available immediately) Contact
Bonnie Vierthaler at t.4aybe
Someday m-3275.

WOMEN: Does being in love mean
being in pain? Learn how 10 change
dysfunctional relationship
patterns. Therapy group now
form ing basad on "Women Who
Love Too t.4uch." For more
infonnation call 871·9256
YOUR LIFE. Over 17 peges of
your natal astrological IXOfile plus
advice on one question from Julien
uSing meditation or New Age
Philosophy. Send name and address
and date, time, and place of birth
with $18 10 New Ace Advisor PO
Box 10418 PortIancft.4E 04104
BODY MASSAGE Enrich your li1e
thf1)u~h the benefits of mass~e.
Nouflsh yourself by improVing
circulation, detoxification,
increasing body awareness and
relaxing your bodylmind. Call
Pamela Richards MsT. at 8830315

Eric Krantz
LC.S.W.
counselor
i"dlviduDl& • groups
couples· flUrlUy

~'d.t-::~:.;.d:;;;~;;:;;:j;";';:-;;;:--l

t
t

t

success· personal and business

\

counselO1; hypnotist, psychic

:

by appointment 871-0032

I

t
t

p e rso"al development classes
\
I
relaxaliQl~ bealitlg, meditatiotl, psychic
\
' - , ~ , . , - , . , . - , . , . , . ,. ,. __ , __ . _ , _ _ ,_ ,~ ,~,~_ ,_ , ~ , ~ , l

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
Treatment for Addictions, ACOA lssues, and Co-dependency
Individuals. Groups and Couples

Lucy C. Chudzik

207-761·9096
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselo r

starting soon: Groupfor
Wome.. Survivors of l,"",sl

r~

775-1771

JOY OF RECOVERY
Through the Shamanic Experience, a weekend experienlial
workshop integrating modem recovery V/Of1( w~h ancient
shamanlC melhods. Augusl 3-5th at Rockcraft Lodge on
beauI~ul Sebago Lake. For more info, callACI4luncture
Heahh Care at n~5020 or Panlher Star
Nation at 883-4570.

childcare
SUMMER MORNING Arts at
Casco Bay Montessori Schoof for
children ages 3 to 7 years.
Openings aveilable throughout
summer. Hours are from 9·12 am
and drop off is weloomed with
prior call at 799·2400. Cafl or
stop by for information at 440
Ocean Street, South Portland
Also inquire about September
Afternoon and Aftercare
programs for preschool thru 2nd
Graders.

;

, .,

Patti White

_-------'1
FREE FREE FREE

REALnY THERAPY

certlfled therapist
personal growth. griBj
d8pression • addictions

774-8149

L"""'-""'1l./rt-./y, MA

t

RehabilltatiOfi Consultant

COMPUTER TUTOR : if you are
looking to learn more about
BACK Bt\y A660CIATE6
applying the computer to your
business, call Compul8r Designs to
find out how to maximize you
oomputer potential. Cal 871-1430
Word Process~g • Spreadsheets. Resumes
for a free oonsultation.
Bookkeeping· Typing
HAVING NO TIME for yourself?
WordPerfect. Lotus 1-2·3 • Laser Printer
We're here to help. Weekly or bi·
241 sherwood SII'eeI Po~bn ME 77
weekly cleaning, at low rates.
Professional work. Plenty of .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,
references. Cal Laurie or Jean,ne
HAT. TO WRIT. LETTERS'
892·2568.
Let us write lyrical , lucid, and letter.perfect personal
COUEGE STUDENT with truck
available to do odd job& and moving.
and business letters for youl Speeches, ceremonies,
Very handy and can lix most
and messages to mark special occasions, too!
everythinQ. Excellent references,
LETfER BY LETfER
call any time, day or nigh~ n4·
2159, leave message.
"""77..;,..:;3-_4.;;.77;...;...2~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _......;;1;...8.;;.00-.;;..;;.....;8;.;;27;;.;...•.;;.8.;.O.;.1.;.O.....
STORAGE FACILITY. Near
Dunstan Comer. Sefe, dry, secure
storage. Lowest rates. Call
between 9aIfI! and 12noon. Cal Dan
RECEIVABLE
883·6635
PROBLEMS?
OFFICE CLEANING AT low
Junk car and truck removal
rates. Genaraf office cleaning done
Coastal Collections
Any condition
in . evenings. Currently cieaning
30%
prIVate homes and a few offIceS.
car
carrier available
no set-up charge
Plenty of references. Cau Leurie
CALL
774-0268
892·2568
797-3012
SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS
Marketing is the process of
creating an environ men I in which
the prospect sees the value of
doing business with youroompany.
Do you ever wonder if your
marketing is really working for
you? If you wonder, you should talk
with a marketing professionaf who
specializes Wi small businesses. For
a free initial consultation, call
Edgemont Enterprises at 871 ·
8964

REACH
llmil('lrfl[1J
40,000 OF
Greater Portlandls
most
informed
:"'·:· ~ 1 c:~(l:";~:'~·' ~t~~!gE~6~::!
and interesting
'ra
readers.
INSURANO>

REIMBURSABLE

......_ ......"""'"",.==="",......

Barbara L Wilson BSR
48 Deering Street
Portland, ME

issu,,", alIlYPes of
addiaions and depression

B41rl"..."

177 Congress Street · Portland, ME 04 10 1

,

tre.tmett for relationships,
codependency, ACOA

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP \

i"} i: ii::tL ,,\\22.

CLASSICAL INDIAN TABLES.
Neverbaen used. PuJthased Wi Inda
.,is year. These drums are hard to
oome t¥ in these parts. Don't pass
them upl $700. Call 767·2025
ANTIQUE STEAMER
trunk
oomplete set of imported
China $175. Assorted weaving
~ nl·3275. Call Bonnie at

654·3115 or 761·0221. Ask for
Garil.
MUST SELL, 35MM cam ere
outfit. Canon·AEl and Mom 645
1000& outfil. Full range 0 lens,
lots of extras, unbeatable prices.
$2751$550. Musl see to balieve.
874·2804
MOVING: GOTTA GET rid of
some stuffl Adirondak chair $40,

;Ckt£Bt~~'S"~ ~~~16~~,. ~,re~~:t,!:i

=:-=:;~=~w=; ~i~~

music lessons
1I"~

trampoline and rollerreefing jib.
$900.799·4305
GEMEINHARDT FLUTE Silver,
open-hole. Great condition (hasn,
been played for yearsl) $200 or
best offer. Call Ann at n5-6601
during business hours.

.'
rr

for rent

ADVERTISE

WHYISN'T.

YOUR

AD
HBRB?

775-6601

ull todayl

YARD SALE: 209 State S1.
Saturday July 21 10-4 clothing,
furniture, stereo . computer,
kilchenware, lots of great stuff.
Tom is moving. Take a piece of him
with you.
SELLING YOUR GARAGE?
Auctioning off rour yard? Wny nol
let 20 ,000 0 Portl and's most
diSCriminating readers know about
your bundle 0' bergains. For more
Information, call 775-6601 .

1:1!I R§ifu1*im:;1'ilit;j:ili;\\w
DEERING ST '39. Sunny, quiet
Victorian;; fireplaces and many
original features: hea~ hot water
and coin laundry included; 2 1
bedroom apts at $525 and $600:
secunty + references 1·633·2:357
PORTLAND 2·3BR hardwood
floors, decks, fully applianced,
working fireplace, 10 minutes walk
to t.4t.4C and USt.4. $6501month +
utils. Security deposit. Call 874·
2448
204·206 SPRING ST. spacious
modern 1BR apts available
immediately. $425 and $500 per
month + utlls. Unique style,
hardwood floors, on·sight laundry.
Lease, references, security
deposit required. Call 797·0223
weekday momi1gs
SOUTH PORTLAND: New 2BR
house. Clean, specious, waI~to-waIl
cerpeting, laundry hook.up, deck,
garage. Convenient locatIOn, nice
neighborhood. Sorry, no pats.
S8951month plus utilities. 799·
9265. leave message.

for rent
ARTIST'S STUDIO

5 OPENINGS!!
Come check us out.

We have 5 studios
open on or before
July 1. $135-$300
per month, all Inclusfve,
no hidden costs. 24
hour heat, lights and
accessibility. In a building
compfetely dedfcated
to the artists' neads.
CALL SOON
They go fasUi
799-4759

MONHEGAN ISlAND· home with
4 bedrooms overfooking the harbor.
Enjoy the quiet and baauly of this
unique Maine island. Available
because of cancellations br weel<s
of: Juty 8·15; July 15·22; and
August 12·19. All you need to bring
are sheets and food, everything
else proVided. $650Iweek·Can
evenings 773-3564 or leave
messages 011 machine during day.
Robin lambert

in
CUMBERLAND·NEW Country
Cape, 3200 sq. ft., 4BA, 2 112
baths· whirlpool, oak kitchen,
oakIwide pine floors, ceder deck
and sunroom, fireplaced living
room. DaylightlllS8f!18nt. 5.1 acres.
Call 8294188.
WEST END SPACIOUS Viclorian
home. New systems, p!f19Iled dinJllg
room, 4 bedrooms. Yard, perking.
$230,000. Call 772·7m.

CascoBav
""EEl<' :tr

for rent
For more information,
call 775-6601.

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775-6601

1,ADIES·~E HAVE. full and part.
tlfl!e . positions available in the
fashl.on Industry. Contempo
Fashions offers : start. your Own
buSiness With no cash Investment.
Eam $20 or more per hour. Work
your own hours. Earn trips and
other pnzes. Full training IXOvided
NO IW offering 30 day trial'
poMiOnS: To hear more about this
opportunrty, call Unda Carney br
an Interview appointment 623:l532 anybme.

SUNNY 2BR HOME. Excellent
condition. Deering High Area.
Lovely yard and neighborllood.
Seeking 1·2 people wining to care
for 2 cats. $6~ + utils. 774·
8526

RATES & FINE PRINT

PART· TIME coordinator for
PAUSICA (PorUanders Against
U.S. Intervention in Central
America). 1S-2O hours per week.
~7Ihour. Politically active, dynamic
indiVidual needed to coordinate
grass·root. organization, staff
offICe and essist with development
of fundralslng efforts and media
ralations. Parson should be
knowledgeable of Centraf American
issueo, organized, independan~ and
have. good int~rpersonal skills.
Political organizing experience
preferred. send resume t¥ July 20
to Search Committa, P.O. Box
5247, Portland, ME 04101

'r

ADVERTISING
SAW .. MANAGEMENT
Casco Bay Weekly has a new opportunity for
an Advertising Sales Manager dedicated to
Greater Portland.
We are looking for a gregarious problemS?lver w~o will thrive personally and professionally In our creative, chaotic atmosphere. You
l!"ust be a team player who can balance bottomline Pe,rio~a~ce with a passion for sodal and
ecologtcal JustIce. Your mission will be to pio!leer and mai~tain new accounts, to conceptual~e C~-effechve promotional campaigns and to
msp1~ four talented salespeople.
TIus two-year-old newspaper is poised for
phenomenal ~wth during the 1990s. Casco
Bay W~k!Y ~ expand it community mission
by PJ:OVldlng Its readers with concise, compreh~slve news - and by serving its advertisers
With zeal.
• This management position pays a base salary
m the $20s, plus substantial commissions on
departmental performance; an aggressive
motivator wilf earn $301<, plus health coverage
and benefits.
If you are serious about advertising sales and
you are ready to make a commitment to this
community, send a resume and cover letter to:

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
,-Attn: Monte Paulsen, Publisher

FEATURES
WRITER .. EDITOR
recreation and the arts.
We seek an eclectic visionary to expand Our
~ultura! coverage. You must be a periectionistic
~urnah.$,I Who can accommodate diverse
Vlewpo~t~ and a chaotic work environment
'f::,ur miSSion will be to write brilliant dispat~hes
~ the ~nthnes of CUlture; to orchestrate a
manIacal tribe of freelancers in the production f
th~ calendar, listings and arts briefs; and to be 0
thiS paper's a.mbassador to the Greater Portland
arts communIty.
This two-year-old newspaper is poised for
~enomenal growth during the 1990s Ca
. y W~J:<IY will continue to expand it co:~u
mty !llission by providing its readers with
concise news reporting. in-<iepth cultural
cov",:age ~nd. compreliensive listings.
This edltonal position pays a minimum
:rtefl~g salary of $16k, pfus health coverage and
n Its. Increases will be based on company
growth; bonuses on performance.
If y~u are an experienced writer who is as
comm~tted. to the arts as you are to social and
ecologtcal JUStice, send a resume, writing
samples and cover letter to:

CascoBav
'N'EEKLY

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
",Attn: Monte Paulsen, Editor

RATES
M~age:

,

I

_________________________________________________________________________

All chlrges InI per week.
Individual

Business

Up to 30 words
$7.00
31-45 words
9.00
46-60 words
11.00
Each additional word
after 60
,15

$9.00
11.00
13,00

r ' NEWSPAPER

PRODUCTION ARTIST

.20

DEADUNES
MOMIf 100ft lor TlulSday'l _SPlfJllf.

POUCY

taw will IlOl prinlldllllll_to .YDuaU_UlIll1rv1ca

br 1I01111Y Dr ..0111, or ad1 with IIIIIIy IUIIII coRlent. tBW will
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WHAT IS A WORD?

Awonl is coni4ell1d I wonlwlle. " lin I SJIICI DIlNlb _
Aplio• •m.r 11_ wonl ......tiG. II • .

ERRORS

.

taw 1..11 101. liable lDr lilY !ypograpbiCIlllTOl1, ollistiDlll,

• IHIICI fill nlu. or ODIllelll at
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Dr dIalflll lillie III wbicb 40

REFUNDS

tlillifie4 " I I " Il0l .......... t1l4M will. iIIIed ......

wiable 'mlr lias been Hfinninlil.

Casco. Bay W.e ekly has a new opportunity for a
Production Artist.
.We are I«;><>kin~ for a creative problem-solver
Wlth expenenc~ In graphic design. You must
have «;xcellent Interpersonal skills and be able to
work Independently. You should be fluent in
Pagemaker and Freehand for the Macintosh
Your !llission ~I. be to help produce an ac~rate
and ~sual.ly-stnkins newspaper on tight
dead~nes In.a chaohc work environment.
This full·hme, salaried position requires some
weekend work. Pay starts at $15k a year, plus
health coverage. and benefits. Salary may be
adjUsted accordmg to experience and skill level
Increases will be based on company growth; .
bonuses on perfonnance.
If you are !l team player who is as passionate
about ~ra"hi~ as you are about sodal and
ecologtcaT justice, send a resume and samples of
your work to:

Casco
B9¥
'--EK-'
.w . .

_

July 12, 1990

roommates

CascoBav
'N'EEKLY

for sale

'li!iltlWilIIEJi.1
DER·RING·DES·NIEBLELUNG :
Now that we've seen it, let's talk
about it Your pface or ours? Ziggy
& friend 871·1095
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet lor no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH® 212·864·
2000

employment

187 Oa~k Street, Portland, ME 04102
Att EI
Co
Prod
, __
n_:_Is_sa
_ _n..:;g_er_,_ _u_cti_·o_n_m.:..::a:.:na::!g~er=-_ _.I./

27

WANTED: A SORT of private
female to share a nice homey apt.
near E. Prom . $325 covers
evervthing but your fOOd. No
paroes and no deposit. n4-1398
~340 after 4:30, ask for
HOUSEMATE WANTED: MIF to
share a sunny spacious Woodford
Comers apt. Also with washer and
outdoor porch. $155lmonth +
u~ls+ security deposit. Call Sieve
or Bill 871·7028
STROUDWA TER AREA Prof.
self-employed t.4 seeks nls prof. F
to share home. Great neig1bori-ood,
2 pflvate rooms upstairs.
Separete phone and cable wid
perI<i1g, berilecue heaven ..xi ski .;
Audobon sanctuary from large
private yard $:l5O + 112 ulils.
773·8618.
PROF. MJF MIS 10 share sunny
3BR apt on Stevens Ave $208 +
sec. nice apt. 761 ·2141
MIf TO SHARE. sunny, large, 2BR
West End apt WIth Gt.4. Fireplace,
washeridryer, hardwood floors
walk·in closets, storage. $350'
871·8636.
PROFESSIONAL GM seeking nls
mil to share large sunny apt.
Hardwood floors, off street
parking, excellent downtown
location. $337.501month, heat
Included. Call Mark n4·9117
MJF NIS NEEDED to share large
sunny West End Apt. August 1
$230 • 113 utils n3-0405, leave
~

FEMALE TO SHARE sunny, 2BR
on Pin St 5 minutes from uSt.4 nls
$250 • 112 utifs. Avail gl1 874·
0737
NIS RESPONSIBLE to share ~
2BR apt in Portland. Furnished
except for 2nd bedroom and could
use oouch. $275 heated + utils and
security daposit Cell 761-4261.

Prea.e leave a message.

NIS RESPONSIBLE, mature F
wanted to share sunny 2BR 1 112
bath, furnished (except bed;oom)
townhouse with F law student.
$3251month plus 112 utils. Avail
August 1. Cali 874-0291
PEAKS ISLAND.R~sponsible,
nIs, MIF to share SpacIOUS house in
lovely sening. Own room with
pflvate bath. t.4any amenities.
$250lmonth + 112 utils. 766·
2025 Leave message.
HOUSEMATE MIF, country living
7 miles from City center. Quiet
parent·oriented.
nls .
A
professlonalsltechnicallY-Qriented
SltuatJon, With respect and humor a
plusI 856-6204
SO . PORTLANDI Willard

•

Tour de force
Each of the dotted lines at the right
representsa trip connectingtwoormore
ofthe cities listed below. (bue north is
at the top of the puzzle, and only the
connected cities are in the same scale.)
See how many cities you can identify
without resorting to an atlas.
Simplywrite thecitynumbers in the
spaces provided.
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)

12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)

22)
23)

b;idi.w/'fo~;f~~~~f-+-_~2~4),utils.
6334.
PERSON TO SHARE 8 room 3BR
oountry home near Goose Rocks
Beach in Kennebunkport with 2
working adults. :35 minutes from
downtown Portland. Chem.free
NIS. ~Olmo. inc. all ulils. Pets'
negotiable. 967·2787.
GM SEEKS SAME to share apt
3BR hardwood floors flp dlw
g/d, Wid. cable, off street parlo"g.
$325lmonth + 112 utils. Call
alternoon, 772·1927.
HOUSEMATE: 2BR West End
apartment, great . yard
$275lmonth • t 12 Uti Is. Non
sm~ker Female preferred, but rm
~g~~e Sorry. no pets. Call 879SCARBOROUGHIHIGGINS

Beach large 3BR townhouse within

walking diStance kl beach. MIF non.
smoker. $305 + utils 863.0270.
lBave message
WANTED: NEAT NIS Woman to
share apt with woman and son.
Sunny, big kltchan, view, deck, wid,
parking,. West End location.
Vegetaflan preferred. $375
InclUdes afl. Call Lee H: n3-5754
W: n2.fJ607

Alexandria
Barcelona
Bogota
CapeTown
Caracas
Casablanca
Hanoi
Hong Kong
Istanbul

..

.•.
_.....
- -

••• ••

.

Jerusalem
Kabul

--

Karachi
Katmandu

.........

boats
SUPPER 17 WEEKENDER· MJS'
sleeps 4, 5hp ob; radio, oo~pass '
solar charger, extra USCG Au"
peckage, mushroom anchor and
mooring buoy, trailer. Many extras.
Price reduced to $5950 or biD
772·6740.
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Khartoum

I
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Lagos
Las Vegas
Lima
Los Angeles
Madrid

•
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••••••
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I

~y

••
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•••••
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•••

Paris
Beijing
Quito
Reno
Rio de Janeiro
Sao Paulo
Teheran
Venice
Zurich

~ you solve the Real Puzzle?
TIlere IS a $20 gift certificate from Al?erta's for the first prize winner. Drawmgs are done at random. The second
prize winner receives a $15 gift certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Contestants
are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week' s puzzle
must.bereceived by Wed.,July 18. The
solutio~ to this week's puzzle will
appear m theJuly 26 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

•
1990 Un/ted Feature Syndicale.

Real Puzzle 1128
CaKo Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 041 02

-

wheels
ATTENTION LANDSCAPERS
painters, or nomedic individuals .\
wd 1981 Duslan King Cab with ~
for sale. 90,000 miles, new parts
(clutch, head gaske~ ... j, some rust
$1 ,500 or biD. 774-7539
GREAT DEAl.· 1967 Volvo 1225
parts, doors, IlQhts, engine parts
hard stuff to find. Get It outta my
basement. $100 or 010 lakes it all
away. Call Tom at 775-0965
1982 AMC EAGLE. 4x4, Station
Wagon,. AIC, loaded, excellent
mecIlanicaJ and cosmetic condition
Many parts replaced. ve1.·
dependable vehicle $1800 87
3937
.
•
86 AUDI 4000 CS Qua1ro 4WD
All power. AMlFt.4 cassette. Great
carl $7500 773.6830

~~

Solution to Real Puzzle #26
Nearly all the errors involve jeeps 5
29 and 27 (the last two twice), though
none of the three need moving (even
once) to clear an exit for the trapped
black jeep. Since the firstcars had to be
moved in pairs, we suspect people felt
compelled to continue doing so. But
check the solutiorr and you' ll see it
w asn't necessary.
You had to move jeeps 22 23 30 31
28,26,19,16, 9, 10,11,12, 3, 6:
]6:
19,26,28,30,3] , 22, 23 and 16 (a total of
25 moves) to get the black jeep out
1hese folks could drive away from
any mess. Jeff Bertin of Old Orchard
takes first prize. Buzzy Gautreau of
ch~ the solution and you'll see it
wasn t necessary.
You had to movejeeps22 23 30 31
28,26,19,16,9,10,11, P 3 6'13'16'
19 26 28
" , "
, ,
, , ,30,31,22, 23 and 16 (a tota! of
25 moves) to get the black jeep out.
"These folks could drive away from
any mess. Jeff Bertin of Old Orchard
takes first prize. Buzzy Gautreau of
South Portland takes second.

4, 13:

-

4

~ 1990 United Feature Syndicate.
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PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND
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I SmOOlhies
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THAI
GARDEN
Authentic Thai Cooking

The finest Thai food in Maine
featuring. fresh i~gredients, fair prices
and q~altty service. A unique dining
expenence to savor again and again.
Lunch Mon•• Fri. 11:30·3:30
Dinner Sun.· Thurs. 4:30·9:30
Fri. & Sat. 4:30.10:30

Take out & Catering Available

773-5547

---------------FREE :
I

TOPPING:
with coupon

From Healthy
- to Decadent!
Non-Fat Frozen Yogurt

with fresh fruits , nuts ,
chocolate chips,
butterscotch and more.
Expires 7/3 V90

I
I

:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS

VISA/MC/AMEX

I

772·1118

"A Healthy A Iternattve "

I

1_ ~ 0 ~oulton St. • Open 7am - 9pm • 774-4342 1

--------------------~

~co BAY T.Rt\n-l!
... Things Worth Having...

~

'i
JEWELRY - New and Estate
ANTIQUES, PORCElAINS, OIL PAINTINGS
ExcJJ1!jpe_dpflW~~~~---=

Hand-made jewelry with
hand-cut stones
'i

SEI.I.ING ••. BUYING ••. TRADING

,

Gold and Diamonds,
Electronic Equipment and more
'i
486CONGRESSSTREE~POR~D

•,.

I-

t

r------------------------~I

JULY SPECIALS
L
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t
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• CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
INSTALLED
for as low as $995 with cash discount.
Includes: 2 extension wands. Rug Tool, Floor/Wall Tool, Dusting
Tool, Upholstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Storage "Hang Bag".

• IN-THE-COUNTER
FOOD PROCESSOR INSTALLED
as low as $945 with cash discount.
Processor includes: Clear Bowl with handle, Lid, Tamper.
Steel Cutting & Mixing Blade. Slicer Disk, Shredder Disk,
French.Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Power Unit.
Operates 12 appliances. Other options include: Blender, Fruit
Juicer. Mixer, Knife Sharpener. Coffee Grinder and Ice Crusher.

• 100 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $785 with cash discount.

• 100 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL

··
I'

as low as $490 with cash discount.

*No Interest Pa)'l1lent Plans Available·

Additional10% discount with this coupon.

CYR INDUSTRIES INC.
&92, .. 0119

or 1 .. &00..2,8~"WIR.E

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062
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GROWING!
DldyouknowBudUghtbasbecn
- showing double digit growth
figuresforthepastseveralyearsl
Here's an amazing story about
quarterback Joe Montana ... It's now largely
forgotten that perhaps
Montana's greatest
performance was not
in any NFL game, but
in the 1979 CoUOD
Bowl game ... Montana
was the Notre Dame
quarterback that day
against the University
of Houston .. . But he
became ill during the
game, developing severe chills ... At halftime, a doctor
found his temperature had fallen
below normal ... Mootana was covered with blankets and made to
drink soup till his temperature returned to normal ... But, by that time
it was late in the 3rd quarter and
Houston had builtupa 34-12 lead ...
Then, Montana raced back on the
field and led NotreDarne to a

comeback victory, 35-34, throwing
the winning touchdown pass as
time ran out. When dlnlng out Don't Just say "light," say Bud
Ught. Bud Ught . a
gteat light beer from
Anheuser·Busch,Inc.,
the world's best
brewer. Of all the pro
sports teams, which one
has woo the championship of its sport the most
times?, .. 2 teams are tied
for this honor - the New
York Yankees who've
won baseball's World
Series 22 times, and the
Montreal Canadiens
who've won the National Hockey
League's Stanley Cup 22 times.
ThankyouBudUghtJoversl Your
call fOl' Bud Ughtbas placed tbJs
brand In one of the top ten lead·
Ing been In America. Quality
always wlnsl
Ilea' -

A good part of the good

life!

the
GuHofMaine

Aquarium

